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ABSTRACT
Mary Kate Boggiano

Addition polymerization Toward the Synthesis of Photoresists for Microlithography with Carbon Dioxide Development
(Under the direction of Joseph M. DeSimone)

In the drive for smaller image sizes in microelectronic devices, the lithography industry has reached a point where the solvents traditionally used for development are potentially damaging to the images formed. The use of a more gentle solvent, such as supercritical carbon dioxide, has been shown to alleviate this problem. Furthermore, replacement of the solvents in spin-coating and stripping with condensed CO₂ could streamline the lithography process as the “wet” solvents would be eliminated. Also, CO₂ is an environmentally benign and easily recyclable alternative to the solvents currently used in microlithography for the solvent-intensive steps of processing a photoresist.

As next generations of lithographic techniques for imaging a photoresist approach, more stringent requirements are placed on the resist. For 193 nm and 193 nm immersion resists, alicyclic backbones have been shown to impart etch resistance and to elevate glass transition temperatures, while fluorination has been shown to decrease absorbance. As an additional advantage for processing in CO₂, fluorination also increases CO₂ solubility. Various norbornene-based monomers were synthesized to include fluorinated moieties. Resist materials were synthesized by addition polymerization using allylpalladium chloride dimer. Fluorinated copolymers containing a “chemical switch” have been found to have a significant CO₂ solubility difference, as well as a difference in intrinsic viscosities. Dry plasma etching of these polymers has demonstrated moderate etch resistance compared to
Novolac. Imaging with an ASML 193 nm scanner has resolved 1 µm semidense lines, using CO₂ as the developer.
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### LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>157i</td>
<td>157 nm immersion lithography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193i</td>
<td>193 nm immersion lithography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allyl-Pd</td>
<td>Allylpalladium chloride dimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bisBOC</td>
<td>Di-tert-butyldicarboxylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLR</td>
<td>Bilayer resist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Chemical amplification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD&lt;sub&gt;min&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Minimum critical dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Carbon dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMA</td>
<td>Cyclic olefin-maleic anhydride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP</td>
<td>Di-tert-butylphenol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCP</td>
<td>Dicyclopentadiene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMAP</td>
<td>N,N-dimethylaminopyridine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNQ</td>
<td>Diazonaphthoquinone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOF</td>
<td>Depth of focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSC</td>
<td>Differential scanning calorimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUV</td>
<td>Deep ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESCAP</td>
<td>Environmentally stable chemically amplified photoresist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUV</td>
<td>Extreme ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAE</td>
<td>(1H,1H-Perfluoroctyloxy)-propene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOMA</td>
<td>1H,1H-perfluoroctyl methacrylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOA</td>
<td>1H,1H-perfluoroctyl acrylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMDS</td>
<td>Hexamethyldisilazane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Integrated circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Infrared spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP</td>
<td>Incremental structural parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITRS</td>
<td>International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IUPAC</td>
<td>International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LER</td>
<td>Line edge roughness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{CR}$</td>
<td>Mass of carbon atoms in ring structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeOH</td>
<td>Methanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMA</td>
<td>Methyl methacrylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>Number average molecular weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSC</td>
<td>Monomer structural contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{TOT}$</td>
<td>Total mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>Molecular weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Numerical aperture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>Norbornene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBFAE</td>
<td>5-(1H,1H-Perfluorooctyloxy)methyl)-norborn-2-ene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBFOA</td>
<td>Norborn-5-ene-2-carboxylic acid 1H, 1H-perfluorooctyl ester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_C$</td>
<td>Number of carbon atoms in a resist monomer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{C-C}$</td>
<td>Number of carbon-carbon bonds in a resist monomer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{C-N}$</td>
<td>Number of carbon-nitrogen bonds in a resist monomer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{C-O}$</td>
<td>Number of carbon-oxygen bonds in a resist monomer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGL</td>
<td>Next generation lithography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>Number of hydrogen atoms in a resist monomer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBHFA</td>
<td>3-(Norbornyl)-1,1,1-trifluoro-2-trifluoromethyl)propan-2-ol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBHFABOC</td>
<td>Carbonic acid 1-norborn-5-en-2-ylmethyl-2,2,2-trifluoro-1-trifluoromethyl-ethyl ester tert-butyl ester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBTBE</td>
<td>Norborn-5-ene-2-carboxylic acid tert-butyl ester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBtBOC</td>
<td>norbornyl-2-tert-butoxycarbonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCSU</td>
<td>North Carolina State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIL</td>
<td>Nanoimprint lithography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAB</td>
<td>Post applied bake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAG</td>
<td>Photoacid generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>Polydimethylsiloxane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEB</td>
<td>Post exposure bake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PED</td>
<td>Post exposure delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFO</td>
<td>1H,1H-perfluorooctan-1-ol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFPE</td>
<td>Perfluoropolyether</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGMEA</td>
<td>Propylene glycol methyl ether acetate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHOST</td>
<td>Polyhydroxystyrene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMA</td>
<td>Polymethylmethacrylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSS</td>
<td>Polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPMS</td>
<td>Plasma polymerized methylsilane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTFE</td>
<td>Polytetrafluoroethylene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIE</td>
<td>Reactive ion etch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROMP</td>
<td>Ring opening metathesis polymerization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>Room temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Scanning electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFC</td>
<td>Supercritical fluid chromatography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFIL</td>
<td>Step-and-flash imprint lithography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLR</td>
<td>Single layer resist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSQ</td>
<td>Silsesquioxane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sty</td>
<td>Styrene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBAH</td>
<td>Tetrabutylammonium hydroxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBAHS</td>
<td>tetrabutylammonium hydrogen sulfate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBMA</td>
<td>tert-butylmethacrylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-BOC</td>
<td>tert-Butoxycarbonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Td</td>
<td>Decomposition temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEOS</td>
<td>Tetraethylorthosilicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFE</td>
<td>Tetrafluoroethylene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFT</td>
<td>$\alpha,\alpha,\alpha$-Trifluorotoluene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tg</td>
<td>Glass transition temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>Thermal gravimetric analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THF</td>
<td>Tetrahydrofuran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THPMA</td>
<td>Tetrahydropyranyl methacrylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMAH</td>
<td>Tetramethylammonium hydroxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS-Tf</td>
<td>Triphenylsulfonium triflate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VASE</td>
<td>Variable angle scanning ellipsometer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WPAG Diphenyl-\textit{p}-tolylsulfonium triflate
REVIEW OF PHOTORESISTS FOR MICROLITHOGRAPHY
1. Review of photoresists for microlithography

1.1. Introduction

1.1.1. The Technology Roadmap

In microelectronics, “the technology roadmap”, or Moore’s Law, is a prediction that the number of transistors on an integrated circuit (IC) will double every 18 months. While this prediction was made in 1965, it has, remarkably, held true for the past four decades (Fig. 1.1). The size of a transistor is determined by the smallest image that can be made on the silicon wafer substrate. Smaller images, made using microlithographic techniques, enable more transistors to be placed on an IC in the same amount of space on the wafer. (Fig. 1.2.) This also results in faster chips, as electronic signals have a shorter distance to travel. The smallest image possible in optical lithography, for each exposure wavelength, is given by the Rayleigh equation,
where $CD_{\text{min}}$ is the minimum feature resolution, or critical dimension, $k_1$ is an optical constant, $\lambda$ is the exposure wavelength, and NA is the numerical aperture of the lens. The IC industry is constantly looking for ways to obtain an ever smaller resolution. This can be attained by either decreasing the wavelength or increasing the numerical aperture. Decreasing the wavelength involves changing the photoresist materials used and replacing the lithography equipment for usage at these smaller wavelengths. The most advanced microchips currently available are manufactured with 193 nm lithography.

1.1.2. Microlithography process

The microlithography process consists of various steps, the net goal of which is to transfer an image onto a silicon wafer. The wafer is initially spin-coated at 2000-5000 rpm with a photoresist solution containing a polymeric photoresist and a photoacid generator (PAG).
According to the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) requirements for 2005, photoresist coatings on wafers should be approximately 160 – 280 nm thick, with no more than 0.01 defects per square centimeter. Once a thin film of the photoresist has been cast, the wafer is placed beneath a mask and exposed to UV light (Fig. 1.3.). This step activates the PAG in exposed regions, as determined by the mask. Next, the wafer is subjected to a post-exposure bake step (PEB), which allows the photo-generated acid to diffuse and react with an acid-sensitive group on the photoresist polymer. This creates a solubility contrast in the polymer between the exposed and unexposed regions, as two different polymers are now present. An appropriate solvent can then be used to wash away, or develop, one portion of the polymer such that either the exposed region is removed

Figure 1.3. The basic steps of the lithography process.³
(positive-tone resist), or the unexposed region is removed (negative-tone resist). Once part of the resist has been dissolved away, the wafer is subjected to an etchant that will remove exposed regions of the silicon wafer. Etchants typically consist of either a dry plasma, or an aqueous acidic solution. Photoresists need to be highly resistant to the etchant. After the image has been etched, the remaining photoresist is stripped away with an appropriate solvent, and the wafer is ready for later steps in the manufacturing process, such as further lithography, doping the wafer with conducting material, or chemical mechanical planarization.

1.2. Photoresist requirements

As indicated in the previous section, photoresists are critical to the manufacture of microchips. As such, the photoresist must have a number of specific properties in order to function. First, to obtain smooth, defect-free films, the resist must be highly soluble in the spin-coating solution. The resist must also have good adhesion to the silicon wafer. However, poor adhesion can be remedied though the use of an adhesion promoter, such as hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS). HMDS forms a hydrocarbon monolayer on the wafer, allowing for better adhesion of the organic photoresist. During exposure, the resist must also have low outgassing. Outgassing, or the vaporization of small molecules from the resist film during exposure, is deleterious to the final lenses used in microlithography tools. These outgassing products could adsorb to the lenses, requiring costly cleaning, repair, or even replacement. The resist must also have low absorbance at the exposure wavelength. If the resist absorbs at this wavelength, the UV light cannot penetrate the film, and meniscus-like latent images will form in the resist (Fig. 1.4.), ultimately leading to incomplete development. However, at the same time, the PAG must absorb at the exposure wavelength
to generate the acid. Further, the generated acid must be able to react with the resist in order to achieve the necessary contrast. Therefore, acid-cleavable functional groups must be present in the polymer. During the PEB step, a large solubility contrast will arise due to reaction of these groups with the acid. A high glass transition temperature ($T_g$), permits a range of PEB temperatures without polymer flow and allows the acid to diffuse and react with acid-labile portions of the resist. This is important as such flow during the PEB step could destroy the images. Development then removes the new soluble portion (or the unexposed portion, as appropriate). Finally, high etch resistance is important as the resist must remain intact to protect the underlying wafer.

Figure 1.4. A photoresist with low absorbance (a) or high absorbance (b) at the exposure wavelength. A photoresist that absorbs the light will not form latent images that reach the underlying substrate.

1.3. Previous photoresist platforms and technology nodes

1.3.1. G-line and I-line microlithography

The formation of integrated circuits using optical exposures was first implemented using a mercury arc lamp, with wavelength filters for the G-line (436 nm) or the I-line (365 nm) emissions. The photosensitive materials initially used as resists functioned differently than described above. The resin was made of novolac, a condensation polymer of formaldehyde and m- or p-cresol (Fig. 1.5). A solubility contrast was attained by formulating novolac with a diazonaphthoquinone (DNQ). DNQ will act as a solubility inhibitor, but upon exposure, the DNQ will undergo Wolff rearrangement to a highly polar solubility promoter (Fig. 1.6).
While this system worked very well for images greater than 0.5 µm, it was widely acknowledged that further miniturization would eventually require imaging at smaller wavelengths. The known light sources at these deep ultraviolet (DUV) wavelengths necessitated the development of a new resist, as novolac could not exhibit the desired sensitivity and was not transparent enough at DUV.

![Figure 1.5. Acid-catalyzed synthesis of novolac.](image1)

![Figure 1.6. Wolff rearrangement of a solubility-inhibiting diazonaphthoquinone into a solubility-promoting molecule.](image2)

1.3.2. 248 nm Microlithography

The current paradigm of microlithography using acid-sensitive groups on the photoresist, known as chemical amplification, made its commercial debut in 1997 with 248 nm lithography. Two related polymer platforms have been used as photoresists at this wavelength. Polymers based on poly(\(\text{p}\)-hydroxystyrene) (PHOST) were the first successful CA resist platform (Fig. 1.7.).\(^7\) IBM commercialized these materials under the name APEX. These polymers have low absorbance at 248 nm and the aromatic ring imparts dry etch
resistance. PHOST resists exhibit very high glass transition temperatures ($\geq 150^\circ C$), which prevent polymer flow during the PEB, thus maintaining the integrity of the images to be developed.$^8$ A portion of the phenolic hydroxyl groups are protected with tert-butoxycarbonate groups. This group can be cleaved by organic acids derived from the PAG during the post-exposure bake, allowing for a higher solubility of the cleaved polymer in the tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide developing solution (Figs. 1.8 and 1.9). A primary concern that quickly arose with this platform was the formation of an insoluble “skin” layer that formed at the top surface of images. It was determined that this phenomenon, known as “T-topping,” resulted from the PAG interacting with trace atmospheric bases, and becoming deactivated (Fig. 1.10). This problem was largely resolved by substituting $t$-butyl acrylate for the $t$-BOC-protected styrene. This new platform, called ESCAP, or Environmentally Stable Chemical Amplification Photoresist, could be baked above its $T_g$, which reduces the free volume of the film, and dramatically lowers the diffusion rate of airborne contaminants. Unlike PHOST resists, ESCAP polymers have a significant gap between the glass transition temperature and the cleaving temperature of the acid-sensitive group. This window allows for

Figure 1.7. Chemical amplification polymer platforms for 248 nm lithography: PHOST (a) and ESCAP (b).
Figure 1.8. Mechanism of acid-catalyzed deprotection of PHOST-tBOC.

Figure 1.9. Mechanism of acid-catalyzed deprotection of poly(tert-butyl acrylate).
a PAB temperature above the $T_g$. A PAB temperature above the $T_g$ is not possible for PHOST, as its $T_d$ is in the same temperature range as its $T_g$.

![Image](image1.png)

Figure 1.10. Lithographic images exhibiting T-topping, due to surface deactivation of the photoacid generator prior to exposure.$^9$

The first commercially available IC materials made using 248 nm lithography had feature sizes of 350 nm.$^6$ Today, through the use of various resolution-enhancement techniques, including the use of an immersion fluid and interferometric exposure, 248 nm lithography has been demonstrated to produce images as small as 79 nm.$^{10}$ The IC industry continues to use 248 nm lithography, but the smallest linewidths are now made using 193 nm lithography. Earlier this year, Intel announced the commercial production of flash memory products using 90 nm technology, manufactured using 193 nm lithography.$^{11}$

1.3.3. 193 nm Microlithography

The state-of-the-art of lithography, using a 193 nm ArF excimer laser, cannot use the same resists used for 248 nm lithography: the aromatic portion of phenolic resists absorbs too
strongly at 193 nm for use at this wavelength.\textsuperscript{12} Two polymer platforms have been commercialized as resists for this wavelength: methacrylate-based resists and cyclic olefin-

\begin{figure}[h]
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\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{polymer_platforms.png}
\caption{Examples of the polymer platforms for 193 nm lithography: acrylates (a) and COMA (b).}
\end{figure}

- maleic anhydride (COMA) resists. Methacrylate-based resists have extremely low absorbance at 193 nm. However, since the aromatic group – used for etch resistance in phenolic resists – is absent, etch resistance must be attained through pendant alicyclic groups, such as norbornyl or adamantyl groups (Fig. 1.11). While this has successfully been shown to increase the etch resistance of these polymers, post-etch surface roughness and insufficient etch resistance continue to hinder these materials.\textsuperscript{13,14} As seen in the ESCAP resist for 248 nm lithography, \textit{t}-butyl (meth)acrylate can easily be incorporated into this platform as the contrastable group. Other acid sensitive groups have been investigated for contrast in methacrylate resists, especially groups with a lower activation energy to acid cleavage, such as the tetrahydropyranyl group in Fig. 1.11(a). Such groups allow for lower PAG loading, lower PEB temperatures, and lower exposure doses. A low sensitivity, as indicated by the
exposure dose needed, is beneficial to the lifetime of the exposure tool. Methacrylic acid may also be included in a methacrylate resist to balance the hydrophobicity of the resist. It is desirable for the resist to be somewhat hydrophobic to exclude water from the film. However, the resist must also be somewhat hydrophilic so the developer can wet the material. The α-methyl group of methacrylates impart a significant barrier to rotation along the backbone, which enables this class of photoresist to have a sufficiently high T_g, typically above 110 °C. The design flexibility of acrylate resists has allowed the incorporation of etch resistant and acid-cleavable moieties, and further improvements to this platform can easily be attained. The other major polymer platform commercialized as a 193 nm photoresist is COMA. Resists based on COMA are free-radically polymerized copolymers of maleic anhydride with a cyclic olefin. The cyclic olefins typically used are norbornenes or tetracyclododecenes. The electron-rich olefin of norbornene forms a perfectly alternating copolymer with the electron-poor olefin of maleic anhydride, resulting in a 50/50 mol composition of the two monomers. While these materials lack the excellent transparency of acrylic resists, their moderate transparency is offset by a high RIE resistance. The highly strained backbone of these materials imparts a high T_g, typically greater than 180 °C, if it can be measured below the decomposition temperature. Imagable groups in COMA resists are typically pendant to the cyclic olefin, and are otherwise identical to the contrastable groups of acrylate resists. The acid anhydride of COMA resists is highly susceptible to hydrolysis, thus these materials must be protected from water and have a limited shelf life.

The 193 nm lithography tool was introduced in manufacturing at the sub-200 nm node. Current research has demonstrated images as small as 31 nm, with the aid of a sapphire prism for solid immersion lithography of a high-refractive index resist, and interference exposure of
a phase grating mask. In order to achieve smaller feature sizes beyond the limits of 193 nm lithography, the IC industry has several potential paths. The forerunner of these options is an extension of the current 193 nm lithography, using a high NA immersion fluid. Other contenders include 157 nm, imprint, e-beam, and EUV lithographies.

1.4. Potential future lithographic technologies and related materials

1.4.1. 193 nm Immersion lithography

Immersion 193 nm (193i) lithography uses a fluid placed between the photoresist and the final lens during exposure. Akin to oil-immersion microscopy used in biology, 193i uses a high-refractive index (NA) fluid to effectively shorten the exposure wavelength to achieve a higher resolution. A greater depth of focus (DOF) is also attained, as the angle of propagation of the light between the final lens and the resist (θ) is smaller in an immersion fluid than in air, resulting in the light being less sensitive to vertical displacement of the resist (Fig. 1.12). The leading fluid of choice for 193i lithography is water, with a very low absorption coefficient at 193 nm and an index of refraction of 1.44. However, major challenges still exist in the implementation of water-based immersion lithography, as the absorption coefficient of water is highly sensitive to impurities. Also, microbubble formation can distort the image as it is patterned onto the resist. Minor fluctuations in the flow rate or temperature of the immersion fluid as it is passed over the wafer could also impact imaging performance. Changes in flow rates could introduce inaccuracies in the position of the wafer stage, leading to inaccurate overlay of the images. Temperature fluctuations in the immersion fluid could potentially distort images, as well. Another major concern with the implementation of 193i has been the leaching of small photoresist components into the
immersion fluid.\textsuperscript{22} The leaching of a PAG could deactivate the top portion of the photoresist, and any organic contaminant in contact with the final lens could foul or damage the lens.

Figure 1.12. DOF advantages in immersion lithography. Red lines indicate the light path. In the presence of a high NA fluid (b), the light is diffracted more, resulting in a greater depth of focus.

Despite these challenges to 193\textit{i} lithography, it is the leading choice for next generation lithography. The resolution enhancement possible through the use of an immersion fluid can be attained with the current photoresists used for dry 193 nm lithography. Specifically, the methacrylate platform of 193 nm dry lithography resists has performed remarkably well, though modifications will be needed in order to optimize imaging performance.\textsuperscript{21} Such modifications include increasing the hydrophobicity of the resist to minimize water uptake into the film, and compensating for confinement effects in very thin films (<80 nm), such as diffusion and glass transition temperature changes.\textsuperscript{23}
1.4.2. 157 nm (Immersion) lithography

Once the leading candidate of the IC industry to succeed 193 nm lithography, dry 157 nm lithography has since been largely abandoned. Much exciting, active research in the search for viable photoresists at this node was accomplished between the years 2000 – 2003. However, with Intel’s announcement to eliminate its 157 nm lithography program in 2003, and the 2004 update of the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) which sidelined 157 nm dry technology in favor of 193 nm immersion, many researchers have since turned their focus to other, more viable technology nodes. The major shortcoming of 157 nm lithography was economics. This technology had high costs in the development of photoresists, which must be highly fluorinated to attain acceptable absorbance. The CaF$_2$ lenses needed were also quite expensive and difficult to manufacture and maintain defect-free. Another issue related to the implementation of 157 nm lithography has been the development of a robust, transparent pellicle. The pellicle is a thin polymer film mounted near the mask to prevent any particulate contaminants from depositing on the mask. The pellicle is mounted at a sufficient distance from the mask so that any particulates on the pellicle will be sufficiently out of focus from the mask, and will not distort the projected image. Nitrocellulose and Teflon® based membranes are used for 193 nm lithography, but no leading candidates have yet emerged for 157 nm polymeric soft pellicles. Current “high-performance” soft pellicles exhibit low stability toward 157 nm exposure, up to 20 J/cm$^2$, but a pellicle with a lifetime an order of magnitude greater is needed for practical use. Hard pellicles made of modified fused silica have been explored as a temporary solution, though these pellicles are quite expensive, and are subject to stringent requirements, as the exposure beam must pass through the silica plate pellicle. Particularly troubling is the unresolved
issue of flatness of the pellicle with respect to the reticle. Edge distortions and overlay issues resulting from this problem must be resolved through improvements in pellicle mounting techniques. In light of less-expensive manufacturing options, 157 nm lithography could not survive. However, 157 nm lithography still has potential to be used as a future immersion technology, and is projected for introduction at the 32 nm node, beyond the expected resolution limit of 193i lithography. The advantages and issues discussed for 193i lithography also apply to 157i lithography. The choice of immersion fluid for 193i lithography cannot be applied to 157i lithography, as water absorbs 157 nm light too strongly. Instead, perfluoropolyethers have been investigated as potential immersion fluids. Fortunately, all the work in designing photoresists for dry 157 nm lithography has not gone to waste, as these resists can also be used toward the immersion technology. Some of the leading 157 nm resist platforms include norbornene addition polymers, tetrafluoroethylene (TFE) copolymers, and trifluoromethacrylates (Fig. 1.13).

Norbornene-based polymers, synthesized utilizing a late transition metal catalyst, have been examined as 157 nm photoresists. This catalytic synthesis is known to yield polymers with the norbornene unit intact, which results in a highly strained backbone, which easily provides glass transition temperatures around 150 °C. In addition, the alicyclic groups on the polymer backbone provide plasma etch resistance, as the carbon/hydrogen ratio is greater than in a linear material. Moderate 157 nm absorbances have been reported for materials of this platform. The absorbance has been shown to be sensitive to fluorine location and content, especially on the norbornene unit. Unfortunately, fluorine directly bound to the norbornene has been shown to inhibit polymerization. Figure 1.13(a) is an example of a copolymer that exhibited a particularly low absorbance for these materials, at 2.17 μm⁻¹ at
157 nm. Ideally, the absorbance of a photoresist should be less than 1.0 µm\(^{-1}\) at the exposure wavelength, so further work is needed to make these materials compliant for 157 nm lithography.

![Chemical structures](image)

Figure 1.13. Several of the leading photoresist platforms developed for 157 nm microlithography: (a) norbornene addition polymers, (b) TFE copolymers, and (c) trifluoromethacrylates.

Much research has also centered on the investigation of copolymers of TFE with alicyclic monomers. A fluorinated backbone is advantageous to both lowering the DUV absorbance and increasing the plasma etch resistance.\(^{29}\) Comonomers must be included in the TFE-based polymer to break up the crystallinity of PTFE and to incorporate a contrastable group. Coupling an electron-poor olefin, such as TFE, with an electron-rich olefin, such as that of norbornene, is a useful match for making an alternating copolymer by free radical
polymerization. In practice, though, these copolymers do not always result in perfectly alternating copolymers with the expected 50/50 monomer incorporation. These materials exhibit excellent absorbance at 157 nm. However, the absorbance was found to be a strong function of the endgroup identity, as the molecular weights of these polymers tend to be low (~5000 g/mol). For example, the polymer shown above in Figure 1.13(b) was shown to have an absorbance as low as 0.4 µm⁻¹ when polymerized with a fluorinated initiator, but the absorbance increased to 0.9 µm⁻¹ when polymerized with a hydrocarbon initiator. The T_g of this class of polymers (140 – 150 °C, typically) is suitable for thermal lithographic processing. The dry etch rate of poly(TFE/NB) is slightly faster than novolac under oxygen plasma conditions, but increases with the incorporation of functional norbornenes. While this class of polymers has potentially excellent properties as 157 nm photoresists, the synthesis of these polymers is somewhat challenging and is not as flexible as the synthesis of acrylates. TFE is a highly explosive, toxic, reactive gas and must be polymerized in a high pressure stainless steel cell. In addition, a mixture of products is often obtained when phase separation occurs during polymerization.

Trifluoromethacrylate copolymers combine the ease of processing acrylates with the low absorbance obtained from fluorine near the polymer backbone. Work on homopolymers and copolymers of these materials has been described as early as 1978, though for e-beam resist applications. Renewed interest in these polymers for 157 nm lithography has produced a number of novel materials, including a fluorinated analog to the 248 nm ESCAP resists, and a methacrylate copolymer containing pendant polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS) groups. Both of these classes of materials exhibited high glass transition temperatures (up to 160 °C). The fluorinated ESCAP had a relatively high absorbance at 3.2
The POSS terpolymer with \( t \)-butyltrifluoromethacrylate and trifluoromethacrylic acid was primarily designed to optimize etch resistance.\(^{35}\) Even with 20% overetching, the POSS copolymer exhibited excellent etch resistance and low roughness (0.3 nm). Unfortunately, this material exhibited an unacceptably high absorbance at 157 nm, at 4.5 – 5.5 \( \mu \text{m}^{-1} \). This resist could be imaged using 157 nm lithography, and 100 nm lines/spaces were observed. Current trifluoromethacrylate polymers have mixed properties as 157 nm resists, though the ease of polymerization should facilitate ameliorations in less desirable properties.

As an analogy to 193i photoresists, the design of 157 nm resists specifically for immersion lithography only requires fine-tuning of existing materials to minimize interaction with the immersion fluid. An ESCAP-type resist formulated for 157 exposure, LUVR 99071, was found to neither swell nor dissolve into a PFPE immersion fluid.\(^{36}\) Imaging with 157 nm lasers has produced images as small as 30 nm half-pitch dense lines, using interferometric exposure through an immersion layer.\(^{37}\)

1.4.3. Imprint lithography

Recent interest in imprint lithography has demonstrated the capability to replicate defect-free linewidths as small as 30 nm, with the potential to replicate 10 nm lines.\(^{38}\) Several approaches to realizing this technology share the common use of a template to mechanically transfer an image into or onto an etch-resistant barrier material coated onto substrate. Templates are made from either rigid materials, such as quartz, or cross-linked elastomers, such as PDMS. Imprint lithography has an incredible capability of replicating large volumes of defect-free images, at a fraction of the cost of optical lithography. The ultimate resolution is not limited by optics, as is traditional lithography, although the ultimate resolution is
limited by the resolution capabilities of other technologies used for making the template. The templates (or master templates, for elastomeric templates) are typically patterned using e-beam lithography, as discussed in the following section. Another limitation experienced with imprint lithography has been difficulties in replicating patterns with varied feature densities, especially in a resist material with a moderate viscosity. Image deformation can be caused by: (a) insufficient flow of the resist from large features, (b) insufficient flow of the resist, coupled with deformation of the template, and (c) inadequate penetration of resist into small, dense features (Fig. 1.14). Further details of the leading imprint technologies are described.

![Pattern replication defect mechanisms in imprint lithography](image)

**Figure 1.14.** Pattern replication defect mechanisms in imprint lithography: (a) insufficient flow of the resist from large features, (b) insufficient flow of the resist, coupled with deformation of the template, and (c) inadequate penetration of resist into small, dense features. Dashed lines indicate original film height of etch barrier.

Nanoimprint lithography (NIL) and step-and-flash imprint lithography (SFIL) are two established imprint methods for the transfer of nano-scale images, using rigid templates. In
these two processes, the template is coated with a release layer to ensure complete release of the patterned etch barrier. The release layer is often fluorinated; such coatings are known to have very low surface tension. In addition, there are several important properties needed for an effective etch barrier. First, adhesion to the underlying substrate is important. Should the etch barrier have poor adhesion, a pattern will collapse or lift off with removal of the template. The kinetics of imprinting must be fast, to ensure image formation in a reasonable time period. The etch barrier must exhibit low shrinkage to prevent CD changes in the etched image. As with photoresists in traditional optical lithography, a high etch selectivity must exist between the etch barrier and the substrate to be etched. Finally, it is desirable for the etch barrier to completely wet the template pattern, but have excellent release properties, as well. Once patterned, a thin film of the etch barrier will remain over the entire substrate surface. This film can be removed from relief areas with a short halogen breakthrough etch, then the substrate is exposed for subsequent pattern transfer by oxygen etch. Although this adds an extra etch step, the residual etch barrier film serves to protect the template from damage by contact with the hard substrate. These two methods differ in the mechanism of patterning in the etch barrier. In NIL, a thermopolymer, such as PMMA, is heated above its glass transition temperature in order to stamp the template into the softened material. Subsequent cooling of the etch barrier locks in the relief image of the template. Uneven mass flow of the thermopolymer, especially in non-periodic patterns, is a continuing issue for this method. The SFIL method differs from NIL by replacing the thermopolymer etch barrier with a photocurable monomer mixture. This monomer mixture consists of a free-radical initiator dissolved in a silylated monomer. The template is pressed into the monomer mixture, and irradiated with broadband UV light. The light activates the initiator, which
polymerizes and crosslinks the monomer. The lower viscosity of the monomer mixture, as opposed to the heated polymer resist in NIL, allows for faster flow and better image fidelity. A single SFIL template has been demonstrated to replicate defect-free images more than 500 times, indicating a very robust template and process.40

Interesting work has been accomplished using elastomeric templates, as well. Microcontact printing uses a PDMS template, coated with an alkylthiol “ink” to imprint images as small as 1 µm. The template is stamped onto a gold-coated substrate, to which the thiol groups adhere. The alkylthiol serves as a wet etch barrier, while the exposed gold is removed. Subsequent dry etching transfers the pattern into the substrate. Conversely, this method has also been used to stamp gold from a GaAs template onto an alkylthiol-coated substrate to resolve 75 nm images.

In an effort to combine the advantages of a rigid template with the advantages of an elastomeric template, PFPE stamps have recently been investigated.44 The process for replicating images with these stamps is identical to that of SFIL. PFPE templates exhibit the robustness and solvent resistance seen in rigid templates, as well as the gas permeability and ease of fabrication of soft templates. Unlike NIL and SFIL, no release layer is needed to prevent delamination or damage to the patterned etch barrier material. The surface energy of PFPE is ~12 mN/m, which is comparable to that of the release layer coated onto rigid quartz masks. Perfluoropolyether templates have also been shown to completely eliminate the residual film of the etch barrier, which eliminates the additional etch step of NIL and SFIL. The template protection provided by the residual film layer in the latter methods is unnecessary when using a high modulus elastomeric stamp, such as PFPE, that is less
susceptible to damage. With these novel PFPE materials, the smallest resolution obtained so far has been 2 nm in single-walled nanotubes.  

The replication of patterns for microlithography using imprint technologies has great potential to provide submicron images, with much lower expenditures than with the current optical lithography techniques. At present, the only resolution limit for this technique is the limitations of the complementary imaging technologies required to generate template masters.

1.4.4. Electron beam lithography

The greatest strength of e-beam lithography is its very high resolution. In fact, the templates for 30 nm NIL images described in the previous section were made using e-beam lithography. Structures as small as 10 nm are routine, and e-beam lithography has been used to construct AuPd electrodes with a 4 nm gap! E-beam lithography can be carried out by either a projection or direct-write process. In projection e-beam, a relatively large beam is passed through a mask with the desired pattern, and focused through the objective lens onto the substrate. In the commonly used direct-write process, no mask is used. Instead, the beam is only focused through the objective lens, and the beam spot size determines the minimum feature size. A high-energy electron beam is needed to obtain a highly focused spot size. Typical acceleration voltages for the beam are 25 – 100 keV. The drawback of using high voltages, though, is the inelastic scattering of electrons, which could expose the resist as far as 1 µm from the primary beam. Known as the proximity effect, this can be reduced through the use of a lower-energy beam—but at the expense of resolution. Other solutions include the use of retarding optics to slow the beam as it approaches the target, or the use of a miniaturized beam column. Of course, a direct-write process, such as e-beam, is
inherently slow. The rate of writing a pattern using e-beam lithography has held this technique back from large-scale manufacturing of integrated circuits. The greatest promise for e-beam in IC manufacturing will be in conjunction with imprint lithography, which can provide high-throughput replication.

The photoresists for e-beam must exhibit very high resolution, so that the imaging capability of this tool can be attained. In addition, as the writing method is quite slow, a high speed (low sensitivity) resist is needed to avoid slowing the process further. Other important properties are similar to the desired properties of a photoresist for optical lithography, including thermal stability and dry etch resistance. Both positive-tone and negative-tone resists have been developed for e-beam applications. Poly(methylmethacrylate / methacrylic acid) is widely used as a positive tone resist for its excellent resolution (<10 nm). The polymer undergoes chain scission when interacting with the electron beam. The lower molecular weight material then has a greater solubility in a developer solution. The sensitivity and etch resistance of this material are poor, although much improved over the homopolymer of MMA. Another positive-tone resist used is poly(1-butene sulfone). The perfectly alternating copolymer of sulfur dioxide and 1-butene will depolymerize when exposed to the e-beam. This polymer has a better sensitivity than poly(MMA / MAA), but with inferior resolution. Recently, calixarenes have also been examined as positive-tone e-beam resists. Calixarenes are small molecules that exhibit a glass transition temperature, and are a well-defined alternative to polymers. This resist, formulated and developed identical to a resist for optical lithography, could be imaged to 50 nm. The primary negative tone resist used for e-beam lithography is Shipley’s SAL, which is a copolymer of glycidyl methacrylate and ethyl acrylate. In the presence of an electron beam, this polymer cross-
links to form a latent image that is insoluble in developer solution. SAL is more robust to changes in the critical dimension (bias) than seen in the PMMA copolymer resist, but it suffers from imaging defects such as scum, swelling, and bridging between features.

1.4.5. EUV lithography / X-Ray lithography

Since the early 1980’s, a substantial amount of research has been invested into the potential use of 13 nm light to form lithographic images. This technology, uses soft x-rays, or “extreme ultraviolet” light at 13 nm, to pattern images into a photoresist film. The radiation is generated by either a laser bombarding a target, or a Xe gas discharge plasma. The latter source has been used in various α-tools for EUV. The radiation is collected and filtered through a series of reflective mirrors, then illuminates a reflective reticle, and is finally focused and reduced onto a resist-coated wafer. As a long extension of optical lithography, EUV can be seen as the ultimate reduction in wavelength to attain smaller images. A large depth of focus (DOF) is expected for EUV imaging, as high NA tools are not needed to attain <100 nm images. DUV lithography tools have required increases in NA in order to decrease resolution, according to the Rayleigh equation (Eq. [1]), however, this is to the detriment of the DOF, where:

$$\text{DOF} = \frac{(k_1 \times \lambda)}{(NA)^2}. \quad [2]$$

The DOF determines the process latitude for imaging. A greater DOF allows for less-stringent requirements to image the desired CD and higher aspect ratio images. When using $\lambda = 13$ nm to image 100 nm lines, a NA of $0.1 – 0.3$ is sufficient, while imaging 100 nm lines with $\lambda = 193$ nm requires NA to be at least 0.65, with a significant reduction in DOF. Production of ICs using EUV is expected no earlier than the 32 nm node. This delay
is advantageous to EUV technology, as substantial engineering issues remain unresolved.\textsuperscript{54} The design of an inexpensive, reliable, high-intensity radiation source for EUV continues to be the subject of much research.\textsuperscript{55} The manufacture of the aspherical mirrors is difficult and accurate metrology techniques have not been well-developed. Furthermore, the mirrors require precise interference coatings with high reflectivity with $<3$ nm precision.\textsuperscript{54} Currently, Mo/Si composites are used to achieve 50-60\% reflectivity. At this rate, few mirrors can be used in EUV lithography before the radiation intensity is too low for effective imaging. As another shortcoming, most liquids, solids, and gases will absorb or scatter 13 nm radiation. This requires the entire stepper to be maintained under ultra high vacuum ($<10^{-6}$ mbar) conditions.\textsuperscript{52} Such conditions greatly complicate normal maintenance operations, and increase tool downtime. Furthermore, the photoresists required for this technology, need continued development. Active research for adequate photoresists has focused on needs for low absorbance at 13 nm, low sensitivity, and low line edge roughness (LER). Other requirements include good chemical stability and high thermal stability. Photoresist suppliers have approached the design of EUV resists through the modification of existing DUV resists. For example, Rohm and Haas Electronic Materials manufactures an ESCAP-type resist, EUV-2D, for EUV applications.\textsuperscript{56} Experimentally determining the absorbance of a photoresist candidate has proven difficult, with the lack of a reliable light source. Recent work at Intel determined the absorbance of EUV-2D by two reflective methods, obtaining good agreement with theoretical modelling, at $4.20 \ \mu\text{m}^{-1}$ ($1.83 \ \mu\text{m}^{-1}$, base 10).\textsuperscript{57} The absorbance is greater than desirable, but it serves as a good starting point for optimized resist formulations. Other EUV resist designs have started from the photoabsorption cross-section of individual atoms at 13.4 nm (92.7 eV).\textsuperscript{58,59} This has led to novel resist designs
incorporating carborane units on a vinyl backbone and polysilanes, with acid sensitive and solubilizing groups.\textsuperscript{59} The sensitivity of EUV resists must be low (2-5 mJ/cm\textsuperscript{2}) in order to maximize wafer throughput.\textsuperscript{60} The requirement for low LER (3\(\sigma = 1.1\) nm, 32 nm node) promotes imaging performance.\textsuperscript{53} Poor LER could lead to local CD variations or changes in the effective gate length of the device. Resists have been successfully developed to achieve either of these requirements, but not both. Brainard studied the relationship between these two parameters to determine that LER follows a Poisson (random noise) distribution:

\[
\text{LER} \propto (\text{Dose})^{-\frac{1}{2}},
\]

though further understanding of why this occurs and how to minimize both LER and dose is ongoing.\textsuperscript{61}

The challenges to EUV lithography remain formidable, both in the chemistry and engineering of this technology, despite many years of research. In light of more reliable and economical alternatives for NGL, integration of EUV lithography into manufacturing may be pushed back another generation or two, or eliminated entirely.

1.5. Research objectives

With the continual drive for advanced integrated circuits, many materials research opportunities exist. In the present body of work, we have set out to design photoresists for next-generation imaging. The resists studied herein contain norbornyl backbones, which are expected to enhance the etch resistance and elevate the glass transition temperatures of the resultant polymers. Furthermore, these resists have been designed to incorporate highly fluorinated groups (up to 58 wt\% of the polymer) in an effort to decrease optical absorbance at the DUV wavelengths used in modern imaging. These highly fluorinated materials also
enable solubility of the polymers in condensed carbon dioxide. Chapter Two will describe how compressed carbon dioxide (CO₂) can be used to prevent image collapse during development, specifically, in reference to the photoresists we have designed for this purpose. Chapter Three discusses a multilayer resist approach, and related resist materials designed to dramatically increasing the plasma etch resistance through the incorporation of a silicon-containing monomer. Finally, Chapter Four will delve into possible future directions for this work.

1.6. Conclusion

Although Moore’s Law was written over 40 years ago, the microelectronic industry has continually accelerated the research needed to keep up with this prediction of smaller and faster devices. With each current generation of device size, there has been an ongoing prediction for a failure to achieve the requirements for 2-3 device generations ahead. One researcher said this has almost become a running joke. There certainly will be a limitation to the fabrication of advanced devices. However, the short summary of lithographic advances and future challenges described here gives a glimpse of the possibilities for future generations of devices that may be realized.
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SINGLE-LAYER RESISTS FOR DEVELOPMENT IN COMPRESSED CO₂
2. Single-layer resists for development in compressed CO₂

2.1. Introduction

2.1.1. Performance enhancement using compressed carbon dioxide

As the smallest lithographic images on a silicon wafer diminish, more transistors can be placed on the resultant integrated circuit in the same amount of space on the wafer. This also results in faster chips, as electronic signals have a shorter distance to travel. In the drive for smaller image sizes in microelectronic devices, the lithography industry has reached a point where the solvents traditionally used for development are potentially damaging to the images formed. Further, the high aspect ratio photoresist structures, needed to protect the underlying substrate, are susceptible to damage from the high surface tension of typical aqueous developers. The use of a more gentle solvent, such as condensed carbon dioxide (CO₂), has been shown to alleviate this problem.²⁻⁴ Interest in the use of CO₂ as an alternative,
environmentally benign solvent stems from its low viscosity, low surface tension and high diffusivity compared to other solvents. The high diffusivity of CO₂ ensures complete wetting of the images in a microelectronic device, while the low viscosity and low surface tension prevents the image collapse observed in high aspect ratio structures developed using traditional aqueous-based development solutions. Supercritical CO₂ is readily accessible, as its critical point is at moderate conditions: 73.8 bar and 31.1 °C. Furthermore, liquid CO₂ is attained at even lower temperatures and pressures (Fig. 2.1). Carbon dioxide has been successfully used to develop resists in conjunction with surfactants in order to remove aqueous-based developers without causing image collapse. It has also been used in the absence of aqueous developer to obtain residue-free, high aspect ratio images. Post-etch stripping has also been accomplished with CO₂-phlic resists. Carbon dioxide is an environmentally benign and easily recyclable alternative to the solvents currently used in microlithography for the solvent-intensive steps of processing a photoresist. The use of condensed CO₂ in lithography could greatly reduce the costs of toxic waste disposal, as well as the costs of complying with environmental and health regulations.

2.1.2. Previous work on CO₂-based microelectronics processing

Previously, condensed CO₂ has been successfully used as a processing solvent for microlithography at 193 nm. Ober and Allen, et al. successfully resolved 0.2 µm lines, using a block copolymer of 1H,1H-perfluoroctyl methacrylate (FOMA) and tetrahydropyranyl methacrylate developed in supercritical CO₂ (Table 2.1). This resist system had a sensitivity (23 mJ/cm²) comparable to that of commercial resists using non-ionic photoacid generators (PAGs), and while the contrast of this system appeared good, it was not quantified. The glass transition temperature (T_g) was measured, but not indicated,
and the etch properties of this system were not measured. Due to this material’s similarities to the following system designed by DeSimone, it is possible that these properties are similar.

DeSimone, et al.\textsuperscript{7} used a related resist consisting of a random copolymer of the same monomers used by Ober and Allen, but with a greater mol percent of FOMA, to demonstrate a lithographic process using only CO\textsubscript{2} as the processing solvent in development, as well as in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ober and Allen</th>
<th>DeSimone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polymer resin</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Structure" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mol ratio of FOMA:THPMA</td>
<td>43:57</td>
<td>65:35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular weight (M\textsubscript{n})</td>
<td>6600</td>
<td>Not indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAG</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="PAG" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="PAG" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM micrographs</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="SEM" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="SEM" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1. Comparison of photoresists processed in condensed CO\textsubscript{2} from Ober and Allen,\textsuperscript{4} and DeSimone.\textsuperscript{7,8}
spin coating and the stripping of the resist. This system exhibited a sensitivity (21 mJ/cm²) similar to that of Ober and Allen’s polymer, and had a high contrast of 10.8. Unfortunately, this material resolved images to only 1 µm. This resolution may be due to a higher molecular weight or a larger polydispersity. The difference in resolving capability in these two very similar resist systems demonstrates just how sensitive a material is to the processing conditions. The low T_g of the random copolymer at 48 °C likely prevented smaller resolutions. In addition, the etch rate of this material was 2.5 times the etch rate of Shipley’s S1813 Novolac resist under oxygen plasma conditions.

While the resist system described above use only condensed CO₂ for development, other work has focused on using traditional developers, and gently removing the developer with a scCO₂ drying step. In an important example of this, a commercially-available APEX-E 2408 photoresist, exposed by e-beam lithography, was developed in 0.21 N TMAH solution, followed by DI water rinse. This water was then replaced with rinsing in a n-hexane solution, containing a surfactant to sequester the water. A fresh hexane rinse removed the surfactant and water, and finally the hexane layer was removed by supercritical drying with CO₂. Between each rinse step, much care was taken to prevent solvent drainage from the resist surface to prevent image collapse from capillary forces. From this development process, 140 nm lines with a 6.8 aspect ratio were successfully printed, showing no evidence of mechanical failure. Furthermore, retreatment of these imaged lines with water or hexanes resulted in catastrophic image collapse. Although the development process described contains numerous steps, this process has the advantage of using commercially-available resists, which have already been optimized for small critical dimensions.
2.1.3. Addition polymers of norbornene / Alicyclic resist formulations

Cyclic olefin-maleic anhydride (COMA) photoresists were discussed in the previous chapter. Another class of photoresist materials that has gained significant interest is based on the addition polymerization of norbornene-based monomers. These polymers are typically synthesized with a Group VIII transition metal catalyst. Unlike the ROMP polymers of these materials, the norbornene unit remains intact, resulting in a highly strained alicyclic polymer. The next sections briefly describe recent work on the development of catalysts for addition polymerization of norbornene-based monomers, and lithographic results from such polymers.

Since the late 1980’s palladium (II) catalysts have been investigated for the polymerization of alicyclic monomers, such as norbornene. One of the early catalysts, [Pd(CH₃CN)₄](BF₄)₂, was found to readily polymerize norbornene to high yields at ambient temperatures. Although this material was insoluble in a variety of solvents, the mechanism of this polymerization warranted further inquiry, in order to obtain more tractable materials. Using a similar catalyst containing a more non-coordinating anion, Sen made polymers of norbornene derivatives in high yields with moderate – though not well-controlled – molecular weights. Mechanistic studies revealed a preference for incorporation of exo norbornene derivatives. The less-hindered olefin of the exo isomer presents two possible faces for the metal catalyst to bind. However, the substituent on the endo isomer sterically prevents approach from this face of the olefin, thus offering a diminished opportunity of binding to the polymerization catalyst. Research by Sen also elucidated that polymerizations occur slower with ester-functionalized monomers in the presence of a cationic catalyst. The carbonyl of the ester functionality was found to coordinate with palladium, and occupied a coordination site that would otherwise be used to insert a second norbornene monomer.
Later work showed that norbornene polymerizations using neutral Pd(II) catalysts were not inhibited by ester functionality.\textsuperscript{13}

As early as 1991, Risse\textsuperscript{14} described efforts toward the addition polymerization of norbornene using a Pd(II) catalyst. The authors did not perform lithographic imaging experiments on these polymers, though the catalysts demonstrated potential for making norbornene-based photoresists along the same lines as the previously described work. It was also noted the linear relationship between molecular weight and an increase in the $[M]/[I]$ ratio, where $[M]$ is the monomer concentration, and $[I]$ is the catalyst concentration. Further, they observed a decrease in catalyst activity with the addition of triphenylphosphine, suggesting that the triphenylphosphine coordinates to the palladium and prevents the coordination of norbornene by an insertion type mechanism. Risse further tested the mechanism by polymerizing endo-dicyclopentadiene.\textsuperscript{15} The product was entirely endo, suggesting no cationic rearrangement at the cyclopentene ring, which would have occurred in a cationic mechanism. Based on the narrow polydispersity of the resultant product, Risse also surmised a fast initiation with minimal chain transfer and chain termination, akin to a living polymerization. By 1996, Risse found that an $\eta^3$-allyl ligand on the palladium catalyst, rather than coordinated CH$_3$CN, provided greater functional group tolerance without impairing catalyst activity.\textsuperscript{16} Notably, a key advantage to using the allyl palladium catalyst included a greater activity toward endo-substituted norbornenes. Risse also found that the use of a bulkier non-coordinating anion increased catalytic activity, as the monomer had greater access to the metal.\textsuperscript{17} In collaboration with Goodall, this new catalyst enabled the synthesis of a host of polymers with a highly strained norbornyl backbone.\textsuperscript{18} Unfortunately, this catalyst did not exhibit the same near-living polymerization of its precursor. Most
recently, Risse has examined the role of steric substitution on the allyl ligand and the use of different counter ions on the polymerization activity.\textsuperscript{19} Unsurprisingly, he found that bulky substituents yield lower MW polymers, with a slower polymerization rate, and more nucleophilic counter ions also decrease the polymerization rate.

In the 1990’s, Goodall’s work at B. F. Goodrich focused on the addition polymerization of highly strained monomers, such as norbornene. This interest stemmed from possible thermal applications for such materials, which could exhibit Tg’s in excess of 300 °C. The first generation of catalysts developed by Goodall included multicomponent\textsuperscript{20} and single-component\textsuperscript{21} nickel catalysts with labile ligands. These catalysts were known as “naked” nickel catalysts, as the ligands dissociated from the metal center completely during polymerization.

Further studies of a large number of nickel and palladium catalysts elucidated several attributes that contribute toward the activity of a norbornene addition catalyst, including the requirements that (1) the only bonds to the transition metal center are $\sigma$ metal-carbon bonds and $\pi$-metal-olefin bonds, and that (2) the cationic metal center must have a weakly coordinating counter ion.\textsuperscript{22} These studies also established that nickel-based catalysts typically have a higher activity than their palladium analogs. However, the palladium catalysts exhibit a greater functional group tolerance. While the first generation catalysts yielded polymers with very high molecular weights (>1,000,000 g/mol), the molecular weight of polymers from later catalysts could be well-controlled through the addition of $\alpha$-olefin chain transfer agents for Ni-based catalysts,\textsuperscript{23} or the use of bulky phosphine ligands for Pd-based catalysts.\textsuperscript{24} Through careful examination of structure-property relationships,
Goodall determined various Group VIII catalysts that could be used to obtain desired properties for the resultant polymer.

With such control over the polymer properties, one application that was examined was the use of these polymers as photoresists. Using a cyclic olefin terpolymer, Goodall obtained 160 nm dense lines using 193 nm exposure of 15 mJ/cm² (Fig. 2.2.).

Figure 2.2. Images obtained using a cyclic olefin terpolymer.²⁵ Scale bar is 100 nm.

Unlike Goodall’s work that focused on optimizing the addition polymerization catalyst, the Willson group focused on optimizing the polymers as photoresists. Willson’s early work on alicyclic addition polymers used Risse’s [Pd(CH₃CN)₄](BF₃)₂ catalyst. This resulted in low yields of polymer, however, the materials exhibited good thermal stability and low optical densities (<0.5 µm⁻¹ at 193 nm).²⁶ The high etch resistance relative to APEX-E and the good contrast of these materials warranted further investigation of this class of materials as 157 nm photoresists.

Exploratory work on the viability of 157 nm lithography suggested that promising resists for this technology would need to be hydrofluoropolymers.²⁷ As the incorporation of
fluorine would be necessary for a functional 157 nm resist, various norbornene-based copolymers were synthesized to include strategically-placed fluorinated moieties. Willson synthesized 157 nm photoresists using one of two catalysts: ($\eta^6$-toluene)-bis(pentafluorophenyl)nickel(II) or allyl palladium chloride dimer. Initial copolymers of NBHFA and NBTBE made with the nickel catalyst had very high molecular weights. However, these could not be easily controlled and resulted in swollen images. However, the molecular weights of parallel materials made using the allyl palladium catalyst could be controlled with increased catalyst loading. Unfortunately, it was found that this catalyst cleaved the tert-butyl ester group of NBTBE, presumably due to trace acid formation during polymerization. This could be circumvented through polymerization in the presence of a proton sponge. In an effort to further lower the 157 nm absorbance, Willson used the allyl palladium catalyst to synthesize a homopolymer of NBHFA, and subsequently protected 33% OH

\[
\text{Formulation: Poly(NBHFA/NBHFA\text{BOC}), 6 wt\% TPS-TF, 0.3 wt\% TBAH in PGMEA.}
\]

\[
\text{Conditions: 157 nm exposure (0.6 NA-0.7\text{\sigma}, 17.3 mJ/cm}^2\text{), binary mask, 160 nm thick resist on 82 nm anti-reflective layer (AR19), 20 sec 0.26N TMAH development}
\]

Figure 2.3. Imaging capability of NBHFA-based addition polymer to 100nm.
of the hydroxy groups with t-BOC post-polymerization. This resist could be imaged down to 100 nm 1:3 lines, using 157 nm exposure (Fig. 2.3.).

2.1.4. Present approach

Building on the work from Ober and Allen\textsuperscript{4} and DeSimone,\textsuperscript{7} photoresists for CO\textsubscript{2}-based lithography with adequate thermal and etching properties were still desired. These original resists had a $T_g$ of 48°C, which is too low for typical baking steps in lithography. In addition, the etch rate for this polymer, under oxygen plasma conditions, showed poor RIE resistance as compared to Novolac materials.

With these issues in mind, an addition polymer of norbornene-based monomers was pursued as a new photoresist material for CO\textsubscript{2}-based lithography. In an addition polymer, the norbornene unit should remain intact through the polymerization, resulting in a highly strained backbone, which is expected to impart a high glass transition temperature. Furthermore, work by Kunz and Allen\textsuperscript{30} suggested that cyclic structures are advantageous to plasma etch resistance. An alicyclic group, such as norbornene, provides a ring structure appropriate to lowering the etch rate. The norbornyl monomers were designed with side groups to effect the desired properties for a CO\textsubscript{2}-based lithography process. This included the incorporation of a monomer with a high fluorine content to allow CO\textsubscript{2} solubility, as well as the incorporation of a monomer that could be chemically protected and later deprotected with acid.

2.2. Experimental

2.2.1. Synthesis

2.2.1.1. Materials
1H, 1H-perfluorooctyl acrylate (FOA) was kindly received from 3M Co. It was distilled to remove inhibitor, then stored at 0°C. Methylene chloride (CH₂Cl₂, 99.5% Fisher) was dried over 4Å molecular sieves and degassed with argon. Diphenyl-p-tolylsulfonium triflate (WPAG) was kindly received from Wako Chemicals and used as received. Allyl bromide (Aldrich), allylpalladium chloride dimer (allyl-Pd, 99% Strem), argon (Ar, Fisher), carbon black (Fisher), carbon dioxide (CO₂, SFC purity, Air Products), celite (Aldrich), di-tert-butyldicarboxylate (bisBOC, Aldrich), di-tert-butylphenol (DBP, Aldrich), hexanes (Fisher), N,N-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP, Aldrich), magnesium sulfate (MgSO₄, Fisher), methanol (MeOH, Fisher), 3-((norbornyl)-1,1,1-trifluoro-2-trifluoromethyl)propan-2-ol (NBHFA, Central Glass Corporation), 1,1,1,3,3-pentafluorobutane (Solkane, Solvay Fluorides), 1H,1H-perfluorooctan-1-ol (Fluorosolutions), 50 w/w% potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution (Fisher), silver hexafluoroantimonate (AgSbF₆, 98% Strem), sodium chloride (NaCl, Fisher), sodium hydride (NaH, 60 w/w% dispersed in mineral oil, Aldrich), 50 w/w% sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution (Fisher), tetrabutyl ammonium hydrogen sulfate (TBAHS, Aldrich), tetrahydrofuran (THF), and α,α,α-trifluorotoluene (TFT, Aldrich) were used as received. Allyl-Pd and AgSbF₆ were stored in a dry box prior to use. AgSbF₆ was stored away from light. Dicyclopentadiene (DCP, Aldrich) was cracked immediately prior to use.

2.2.1.2. Equipment

Schlenk flasks and a custom-made fritted funnel, bearing a 14/20 male ground glass joint and a 14/20 female ground glass joint were made by Walt Boger of the University of North Carolina Chemistry Department glass shop. Reactions were heated in a mineral oil bath
(Fisher) on a heater/stir plate from Fisher Scientific. Air and moisture-sensitive reagents were prepared in an oxygen-free glove box from Vacuum Atmospheres Company.

2.2.1.3. Monomer synthesis

2.2.1.3.1. Norborn-5-ene-2-carboxylic acid 1H, 1H-perfluoroocetyl ester (NBFOA)

A pressure tube was charged with cyclopentadiene (4.40 g, 66.57 mmol), FOA (29.71 g, 65.42 mmol), and DBP (68.4 mg, 0.33 mmol). The vessel was closed and heated to 170°C for 2 days. Vacuum distillation at 80°C afforded a colorless liquid product in 91% yield.

2.2.1.3.2. (1H,1H-Perfluoroocytloxy)-propene (FAE)

A round bottom flask was charged with 1H,1H-perfluorooctan-1-ol (19.83 g, 62.75 mmol) and TBAHS (2.15 g, 6.34 mmol). Addition of 50 mL of a 50 w/w% aqueous KOH solution resulted in the formation of a fluffy white precipitate. The mixture was stirred at RT for 10 minutes, followed by the addition of allyl bromide (21.36 g, 176.53 mmol) in 50 mL CH₂Cl₂. The reaction mixture was gently heated at 40°C for 18h. The CH₂Cl₂ layer was dried over MgSO₄, filtered, and dried. Vacuum distillation afforded a colorless liquid product at 30°C (62%).

2.2.1.3.3. 5-(1H,1H-Perfluoroocytloxy)methyl)-norborn-2-ene (NBFAE)

A pressure tube was charged with cyclopentadiene (2.70 g, 40.90 mmol), FAE (12.16 g, 27.60 mmol), and DBP (27.4 mg, 0.13 mmol). The vessel was closed and heated to 170°C for 2 days. Vacuum distillation afforded a colorless liquid product at 55°C in 40% yield.

2.2.1.3.4. Carbonic acid 1-norborn-5-en-2-ylmethyl-2,2,2-trifluoro-1-trifluoromethyl-ethyl ester tert-butyl ester (NBHFA-BOC)

The synthesis was carried out with a modified procedure from literature. A solution of NBHFA (9.37 g, 34.20 mmol) in 10 mL THF was slowly added to a mixture of NaH (1.11 g,
46.25 mmol) in 40 mL THF, cooled in an ice bath. The ice bath was removed when H₂ gas no longer evolved. The resultant slurry changed in color from orange to green to blue. A solution of bisBOC (7.49 g, 34.32 mmol) in 10 mL THF was then added slowly, changing the reaction mixture to pink. The reaction was allowed to stir at RT overnight, then washed with water and saturated aqueous NaCl solution until the aqueous portion was at neutral pH. The organic layer was dried over MgSO₄ and filtered. The solvent was removed in vacuo, yielding 70% of a colorless liquid.

2.2.1.4. Polymer synthesis

2.2.1.4.1. Addition polymerization

A typical polymerization using a palladium catalyst was carried out in an inert atmosphere, similar to literature procedures.³² A solution of allyl-Pd (16.6 mg, 45.3 µmol) and AgSbF₆ (45.17 mg, 131.5 µmol) in 5 mL CH₂Cl₂ was stirred for 10 min. The catalyst solution was transferred via cannula onto a fitted ground glass frit and allowed to filter into a flask containing a mixture of NBFOA (1.65 g, 3.18 mmol) and NBHFA (0.37 g, 1.36 mmol). The yellow reaction mixture was heated gently overnight at 30 – 35 °C. The resultant gelatinous yellow solid was isolated via precipitation into hexanes. The polymer was redissolved in Solkane, treated with Celite and carbon black, then precipitated into methanol yielded a white powder in 51% yield.

2.2.1.4.2. Post-polymerization protection of NBHFA

The method described above for the t-BOC protection of the NBHFA monomer was not effective at protecting poly(NBFOA/NBHFA). Therefore, the following procedure was employed. Two equivalents of DMAP (399.4 mg, 3.27 mmol) were added to a solution of poly(70% NBFOA / 30% NBHFA) (2.59 g polymer, 1.74 mmol –OH) and bis-BOC (662.5
mg, 3.04 mmol) in 30 mL Solkane. The brown reaction mixture was stirred at RT overnight, then precipitated into methanol. The white powder was filtered, dried in vacuo, and collected in 75% yield.

2.2.1.5. Spin coating of resist formulations

A formulation of 10 wt% protected copolymer and 0.5 – 5.0 wt% of a photoacid generator in TFT was spin coated onto 100-oriented silicon wafers at 4000 rpm for 40s using a Headway spin coater, followed by a post-applied bake (PAB) at 90 – 105°C for 120s.

2.2.2. Characterization

2.2.2.1. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (NMR)

$^1$H and $^{19}$F NMR spectra were collected on a Bruker Avance 400 MHz spectrometer and analyzed using Mestre-C 2.3 software. Approximately 5 mg of each monomer sample was dissolved in 1 mL deuterated chloroform (CDCl$_3$, Cambridge Isotope Labs), with a TFT internal reference for $^{19}$F NMR. Polymer samples were dissolved in TFT, with a CDCl$_3$ external lock solvent. $^1$H chemical shifts were referenced to CHCl$_3$ at 7.24 ppm and $^{19}$F chemical shifts were referenced to TFT -63.72 ppm or fluorobenzene at -113.15 ppm. The labelling of carbon atom positions in norbornyl materials is in accordance with IUPAC definitions (Fig. 2.4).

![IUPAC numbering of a substituted norbornene molecule.](image)

Fig. 2.4. IUPAC numbering of a substituted norbornene molecule.

2.2.2.2. Elemental Analysis
Elemental analysis of monomers and polymers for C, H, and F content was carried out by Atlantic Microlabs, Inc in Norcross, GA.

2.2.2.3. Infrared Spectroscopy (IR)

Infrared measurements were performed on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum BX spectrometer from 4000 cm\(^{-1}\) to 400 cm\(^{-1}\). Samples were cast onto sodium chloride (NaCl) plates from a Solkane solution and dried.

2.2.2.4. Intrinsic Viscosity

Intrinsic viscosity measurements were obtained from polymer solutions in TFT immersed in a constant-temperature bath of 25°C. Flow times from a No. 50 Cannon-Fenske capillary were measured automatically with a photoelectric barrier meniscus detector. The intrinsic viscosity was determined from the linear curve of concentration versus Staudinger function, extrapolated to zero concentration.

2.2.2.5. CO\(_2\) solubility

CO\(_2\) solubility measurements were determined using a stainless steel high-pressure variable-volume view cell with a sapphire window. Pressures up to 5000 psi were investigated, and temperatures investigated were between 0 - 60°C.

2.2.2.6. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

DSC was performed on a Seiko-Haake DSC 220. Samples (~10mg) were crimped shut in aluminum pans. All thermograms were collected from the second heat with a heating rate of 10°C/min under N\(_2\) up to 250°C.

2.2.2.7. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA)

TGA measurements were made using a Seiko Instruments RTD 220. Samples (~10mg) were heated in aluminum pans, with a heating rate of 10°C/min under N\(_2\) up to 580°C.
2.2.2.8. Optical Density Measurements

A J. A. Woolam VU301 variable angle scanning ellipsometer (VASE) was used to measure the Cauchy coefficients of the polymers as follows: A 10 w/w% polymer solution in TFT was filtered through a 0.45 μm PTFE syringe filter. The filtered solutions were spin coated at 2000 rpm for 120 s on a Laurell Technologies WS-400A-6NPP/LITE spin coater onto 2-inch silicon wafers. The films were baked at 115 °C for 120 s, then shipped to International Sematech. Film thicknesses were determined to be approximately 250 nm thick, by VASE. The wafers were scanned on the VASE tool to measure the refractive index of the film as a function of wavelength from 150 to 1010 nm. Absorbance data reported are in base 10.

2.2.2.9. Etching

Reactive ion etching (RIE) was performed at the NCSU Nanofabrication Facility, using a Semi Group RIE System 1000 TP tool. Samples with varying w/w% polymer in TFT were filtered through 0.45 μm PTFE syringe filters. The filtered solutions were spin coated at 1100 rpm for 120 s on a Cookson Electronics Specialty Coating Systems G3P-8 spin coater onto 2-inch silicon wafers. The films were baked at 115 °C for 120 s. Films were etched for 1-8 minutes under an RIE plasma. The plasma used was a mixture of CHF₃ (20 sccm) and O₂ (5 sccm). The chamber pressure was 60 mTorr, the cathode configuration was Al₂O₃/Al and the power was 100W. Film thicknesses were measured before and after etching with interferometry.

2.2.2.10. Interferometry

Interferometric measurements were obtained at the NCSU Nanofabrication Facility, using a Nanometrics NanoSpec AFT. The wavelength was scanned from 480 nm to 790 nm.
2.2.2.11. 193 nm Exposure

Lithographic exposure experiments at 193 nm were made using an ASML PAS 5500/950B scanner at the Triangle National Lithography Center with NA = 0.63. Exposure doses up to 37 mJ/cm² were used either in the absence of a mask or using a test mask consisting of 1:1 dense and 1:3 semi-dense lines and spaces. The linewidths ranged from 0.18 µm to 10 µm.

2.2.2.12. Optical microscopy

Optical images were obtained on a Carl Zeiss Axioskop 2 optical microscope.

2.2.2.13. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

SEM samples were sputter-coated with Au-Pd prior to imaging. SEM images were obtained on a Hitachi S-4700 field emission instrument operated at relatively low acceleration voltages of 1 keV to 5 keV to minimize charging effects.

2.3. Results and discussion

2.3.1. Monomer characterization

The synthesis of CO₂-soluble norbornene-based monomers was needed to enable CO₂ solubility of the subsequent polymers. Given the well-known high solubility of fluorinated materials in CO₂, highly fluorinated, norbornene-based monomers were synthesized. These monomers were identified by ¹H and ¹⁹F NMR. Elemental analysis was used to confirm the expected composition and to indicate the purity of products.

2.3.1.1. NBFOA

¹H NMR results for the NBFOA monomer (Fig. 2.5.) showed a number of resonances, which can be assigned to the expected structure. The resonances at 5.87 – 6.19 ppm are due
Figure 2.5. $^1$H NMR spectrum of NBFOA, with complete assignment of peaks for the endo (N) and exo (X) isomers.

to the vinyl protons. Although the two sets of resonances overlap somewhat, the exo:endo ratio can be calculated by separately integrating the lone peak at 5.87 ppm and the remaining vinylic resonances. The lone peak at 5.87 ppm represents one endo vinyl proton, so subtraction of this from the other integration value is the integration of the exo vinyl protons. This method indicated a 2:5 exo:endo ratio of isomers. The methylene group adjacent to the fluorinated tail was assigned the resonances at 4.39 – 4.67 ppm. These peaks are expected to be downfield due to the electron withdrawing effect of the fluorinated alkyl group. Assignment of the remaining resonances was aided with cross reference to the assigned $^1$H NMR spectrum of a mixture of the endo and exo isomers of norborn-5-enyl-2-methyl octanoate.$^{16}$ Theses resonances were assigned to protons expected in the product, and are
shown in Figure 2.5 in detail. Based on relative integrations, peak locations, and splitting patterns, all protons in both the exo and endo isomers of the NBFOA product.

The $^{19}$F NMR spectrum of NBFOA (Fig. 2.6) was identical to that of FOA. Previous reports have indicated that FOA is a mixture of two isomers.\textsuperscript{33} Approximately 80\% of the material has a linear fluorinated chain, while the remaining 20\% contains a methyl branched chain. The methyl branching is a result of the electrochemical process used to fluorinate octanoyl fluoride, a reagent in the manufacture of FOA.\textsuperscript{34} This branching was evidenced in the $^{19}$F NMR spectrum of NBFOA. The peak at \(-80.89\) ppm, assigned to the linear terminal CF$_3$ group, and the peak at \(-71.90\) ppm, assigned to the branched CF$_3$, had a relative integration of 1.0:0.2, respectively. This indicates that 17\% of the fluorinated chain in this
sample has a methyl branch. The CF$_2$ group adjacent to the methylene group is a triplet at -119.46 ppm. The peaks upfield of -119.46 ppm have been assigned to the remaining CF$_2$ groups linearly, with the most upfield peaks assigned to the CF$_2$ groups closest to the terminal CF$_3$.

Elemental analysis of purified NBFOA (Table 2.2.) indicated a high degree of purity, with less than 0.5% difference between the calculated and found quantities of C, F, and H.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Calculated</th>
<th>Found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>36.92</td>
<td>37.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>54.81</td>
<td>54.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2. Elemental analysis results for NBFOA.

Based on NMR and elemental analysis results, it is reasonable to conclude that the material formed by the reaction of FOA with cyclopentadiene was the desired norbornyl product, containing 71% endo and 29% exo isomers.

2.3.1.2. FAE

FAE was synthesized as an alternative material to FOA for making a highly-fluorinated monomer. In FAE, a methylene group replaces the carbonyl in FOA. Identification of the product was accomplished with $^1$H NMR.

The $^1$H NMR spectrum of FAE (Fig. 2.7.) exhibited peaks which could be assigned to each of the protons present in the molecule, based on relative integrations, chemical shift, and splitting patterns. The multiplets centered at 5.86, 5.31, and 5.26 ppm, and each integrating to one proton were due to the vinyl protons in FAE. The doublet at 4.12 ppm,
with an integration of two, was designated as the allylic protons. The methylene protons adjacent to the fluorinated tail were assigned to the triplet at 3.91 ppm. The splitting of the latter resonance is due to spin-spin coupling with fluorines in the adjacent methylene group.

As the FAE product was merely an intermediate toward the desired NBFAE, 1H NMR was deemed sufficient for product identification. A more detailed analysis of the NBFAE final product further confirmed that FAE was sufficient.

2.3.1.3. NBFAE

Using this initial product, the synthesis of NBFAE was accomplished using a Diels-Alder reaction with cyclopentadiene. As seen in the NBFOA 1H NMR spectrum, this norbornyl material also exhibited a complex 1H NMR spectrum (Fig. 2.8). The set of resonances at 5.89 – 6.13 ppm are due to the vinyl protons. Relative integration of this set of peaks
indicated a 1:5 exo:endo ratio of isomers. The methylene group adjacent to the fluorinated tail was assigned the multiplet centered at 3.86 ppm. The diastereotopic protons at the exo C8 were designated as the doublet of doublets at 3.64 ppm and the apparent triplet at 3.49 ppm, which may be an unresolved doublet of doublets. Similarly, the endo C8 protons were assigned to the doublet of doublets at 3.32 ppm and the triplet at 3.17 ppm. The remaining peaks are assigned in detail in Figure 2.8. A complete assignment of the $^1$H NMR structure was possible for NBFAE.

$^{19}$F NMR was also used to identify the product of this material was nearly identical to that of NBFOA. However, the resonance of the branched CF$_3$ group, present at -71.90 ppm in the NBFOA spectrum, was not present in the spectrum of NBFAE. This is expected, as the
1H,1H-perfluorooctan-1-ol, used as a starting material for the synthesis of FAE, contained only the linear isomer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Calculated</th>
<th>Found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>37.94</td>
<td>38.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>56.32</td>
<td>55.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3. Elemental analysis results for NBFAE.

Elemental analysis of purified NBFAE (Table 2.3) indicated a high degree of purity, with less than 1.0% difference between the calculated and found quantities of C, F, and H.

Based on this data of NBFAE, it appears that the product is the expected norbornene-based product. It was also found that this material did not contain the branching that was present in the NBFOA fluorinated chain. Elemental analysis confirmed a high purity monomer.

2.3.1.4. NBHFA-BOC

NBHFA was incorporated into the photoresist polymer as a contrastable group. As such, the monomer was protected with a t-BOC group, which could later be cleaved with acid generated from a PAG. The protected monomer was identified by $^1$H NMR, $^{19}$F NMR, and elemental analysis.

The $^1$H NMR spectrum of the t-BOC protected monomer was compared to that of the NBHFA spectrum (Fig. 2.9.). The assignments for each of the resonances could not be definitively identified, although certain assignments could be determined. As expected for any norbornenyl product, the vinylic resonances appeared downfield near 6.0 ppm. The exo sharp peaks due to the hydroxy proton in NBHFA, at 2.70 and 2.75 ppm for the endo and isomers respectively, were not present in the NBHFA-BOC spectrum, as expected. In
addition, the NBHFA-BOC spectrum contained a sharp peak at 1.49 ppm, due to the \textit{tert}-butyl protons. The integration of this peak could not be accurately determined, as other overlapping peaks were present in this region of the spectrum.

Figure 2.9. $^1$H NMR of NBHFA (red) and NBHFA-BOC (black).
Although each proton resonance in the latter spectrum could not be elucidated, the $^1$H NMR spectrum, in conjunction with the $^{19}$F NMR spectrum, presented a compelling case for the formation of the desired product. The $^{19}$F NMR spectra of NBHFA and NBHFA-BOC (Fig. 2.10.) each show two sets of multiplets corresponding to the CF$_3$ groups in the endo and exo isomers. With the addition of t-BOC, these resonances shift downfield considerably from -77 ppm to -72 ppm. In the t-BOC-protected material, there is also evidence of 5.2% residual NBHFA.
Element Calculated | Found
---|---
C | 51.34 | 53.06
H | 5.35 | 5.93
F | 30.48 | 29.21

Table 2.4. Elemental analysis results for NBHFA-BOC.

Elemental analysis of the purified NBHFA-BOC (Table 2.4.) indicated a purity of 96%, based on fluorine content. Impurities are most likely hydrocarbon-based.

The t-BOC-protected NBHFA monomer was successfully synthesized. $^{19}$F NMR showed a clear shift in the peak resonances, $^1$H NMR showed the loss of the –OH resonances, and elemental analysis agreed with the expected product.

2.3.2. Homopolymer characterization

Homopolymers of NBFOA and NBFAE were synthesized in order to gain understanding of the copolymers that would later be made from these materials. Characterization of the copolymers was also facilitated by examining the spectral data of the homopolymers.

2.3.2.1. Poly(NBFOA)

$^1$H NMR of poly(NBFOA) (Fig. 2.11.) contained several peaks that suggested the desired structure. Most notably was the absence of peaks at 5.5 – 6.5 ppm, indicating the absence of vinyl protons that were present in the monomer. The broad peak centered at 4.50 ppm corresponded well to the methylene protons adjacent to the perfluorinated group and the broad range at 1.0 – 3.3 ppm could be attributed to the remaining alicyclic CH$_2$ and CH groups on the polymer. Resonances at 7.24 ppm and 2.15 ppm were due to chloroform and acetone, respectively.

The broadened polymer resonances indicate a short spin-spin relaxation time, $T_2$. This fast relaxation arises from the limited Brownian motion of the large, strained polymer, and
allows the local magnetic fields of other nuclei and electrons in the molecule to interfere with the primary external magnetic field, and thus the resonance frequency of the nucleus of interest, resulting in a broadened peak. In a highly mobile molecule, the local magnetic fields of other nuclei and electrons are averaged out and not observed in the NMR resonance.35

![Figure 2.11. 1H NMR of poly(NBFOA).](image)

The polymer was also identified with 19F NMR and elemental analysis. The 19F NMR spectrum looked identical to that of the monomer, with the exception of peak broadening due to the strained structure. The elemental analysis of purified poly(NBFOA) (Table 2.5.) indicated a high degree of purity, with less than 0.5 % difference between the calculated and found quantities of C, F, and H.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Calculated</th>
<th>Found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>36.92</td>
<td>37.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>54.81</td>
<td>55.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.5. Elemental analysis results for poly(NBFOA).

Based on NMR and elemental analysis, the poly(NBFOA) was successfully synthesized with the expected structure. Further analysis of this homopolymer provided baseline
information for the copolymers that would later be based on this material. This analysis is provided in section 3.3.4., alongside complementary analytical data for poly(NBFAE).

2.3.2.2. Poly(NBFAE)

As observed in the poly(NBFOA) \(^1\)H NMR spectrum, the resonances broadened considerably from the monomer spectrum. The same is true for the poly(NBFAE) \(^1\)H NMR spectrum. The broad overlapping peaks centered at 3.51 and 3.85 ppm were assigned to the methylene protons at C8 and adjacent to the fluorinated chain, respectively. As seen in the NBFOA homopolymer spectrum, the most notable peaks are the ones not present: no resonances occur between 5.5 – 6.5 ppm, indicating the absence of vinylic protons from the monomer. As expected, the \(^{19}\)F NMR spectrum looked identical to that of the monomer, with the exception of peak broadening due to the strained structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Calculated</th>
<th>Found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>37.94</td>
<td>39.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>56.32</td>
<td>55.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.6. Elemental analysis results for poly(NBFAE).

Elemental analysis of purified poly(NBFAE) (Table 2.6.) indicated a high purity of 99%, based on fluorine content. Impurities are most likely hydrocarbon-based, as the carbon and hydrogen contents are higher than expected.

2.3.4. Homopolymer comparison

2.3.4.1. Thermal analysis

Any material that is to be considered as a photoresist for microlithography must possess a range of properties. Among those desired properties is a high thermal stability. This requires that the polymer degrades at temperatures well above any baking steps that may be using
during lithographic processes. Typical PAB and PEB temperatures do not exceed 120 °C. Therefore, it is desirable to have degradation temperatures at or above 150 °C. Thermogravimetric analysis of poly(NBFOA) and poly(NBFAE) (Fig. 2.12.) indicates a very high thermal stability. The 5 wt% decomposition temperature for poly(NBFOA) was measured to be 257°C, and for poly(NBFAE), this value was greater than 300 °C. Both of these polymers, therefore, exhibit exceptional stability toward degradation.

The glass transition temperature of a polymer is also important in the selection of a photoresist. As seen below (Fig. 2.13.), the Tg of both poly(NBFOA) and poly(NBFAE) is at 152°C, which is greater than the temperatures of baking steps in lithography.

The thermal properties of these homopolymers provide a good starting point for the synthesis of photoresists based on these polymers. Their high thermal stability ensures that
no polymer degradation or image loss will occur during the PAB and PEB steps in a microlithography process.

![Differential scanning calorimetry graph](image.png)

Figure 2.13. Differential scanning calorimetry of poly(NBFOA) (black) and poly(NBFAE) (blue).

### 2.3.4.2. DUV absorbance

Both poly(NBFOA) and poly(NBFAE) exhibited absorbances of 0.23 μm⁻¹ at 193 nm (Fig. 2.14.), which is adequate for use as a platform for 193 nm resists. The absorbance of these materials at 157 nm – a potential future exposure wavelength – was unacceptably high at 2.85 and 2.01 μm⁻¹ for poly(NBFOA) and poly(NBFAE), respectively. However, some promise as a 157 nm lithography platform is apparent in the reduced absorbance of poly(NBFAE). The absence of the carbonyl group in this polymer dramatically reduces the absorbance, indicating the potential for other minor modifications that could further reduce the absorbance.
Figure 2.14. Optical absorbance of poly(NBFOA) (black) and poly(NBFAE) (blue) as a function of wavelength.

2.3.4.3. CO2 solubility

Highly fluorinated materials, such as the homopolymers described in this chapter, are expected to be soluble in condensed CO2. The cloud point of a material dissolved in CO2, at a given temperature, is the maximum pressure where the material begins to precipitate from solution. Conversely, at a given temperature, the cloud point is the minimum pressure that can sustain a stable solution. The previous definition is more accurate to this work, as the cloud points were measured at the first observation of precipitation. However, the latter definition may be easier to understand. The term “cloud point” refers to the opaque solution formed by initial precipitation from CO2. Since carbon dioxide has a variable density, a clearer understanding of a material’s solubility is attained by examining the cloud points over a range of temperatures. Based on the above definitions for a cloud point, one would expect a material to be soluble at CO2 conditions above the curve and insoluble at conditions below the curve. The cloud point curves of the homopolymers, polymerized under identical
conditions, measured at 2.5 w/w%, was observed to be quite disparate (Fig. 2.15.). Poly(NBFOA) had a significantly higher CO$_2$ solubility than poly(NBFAE). This may be attributed to a specific interaction between CO$_2$ and the carbonyl group of poly(NBFOA), resulting in better solvation by CO$_2$.\textsuperscript{36} Also, there could be a molecular weight difference in these materials, resulting in an inaccurate comparison between these materials. The two polymers were polymerized under identical conditions, but as the molecular weight could not be determined, the possibility of different reactivity rates of each monomer with the palladium catalyst could contribute to a potential difference in molecular weight.

![Graph showing CO$_2$ solubility of poly(NBFOA) and poly(NBFAE).](image)

Figure 2.15. CO$_2$ solubility of poly(NBFOA) (black) and poly(NBFAE) (blue). Trendlines are third order polynomial fits.

2.3.4.4. Etch resistance

Etch resistance studies of the homopolymers under oxygen plasma conditions indicated that these materials etched somewhat faster than a Shipley Novolac resin (Fig. 2.16.). It was
also observed that poly(NBFOA) etched significantly faster than p(NBFAE), despite their similar structures.

Figure 2.16. Oxygen plasma etch rates of poly(NBFOA) (black), poly(NBFAE) (blue), poly(NBFOA/NBHFA) (red) and Shipley 1813 Novolac (plum).

2.3.5. Copolymer characterization

2.3.5.1. Poly(NBFOA/NBHFA)

Based on the higher CO₂ solubility and greater etch resistance, further work devoted to the synthesis of functional photoresists concentrated on NBFOA-based copolymers. Initially, a 70/30 mol/mol% copolymer of NBFOA and NBHFA was synthesized to evaluate the properties of the non-protected polymer. \(^{19}\)F and \(^1\)H NMR spectra (Figs. 2.17. and 2.18.) showed the expected resonances, with broadened peaks, as expected for a highly strained polymer. Elemental analysis of this polymer indicated the ratio of incorporated monomers to be in accordance with the monomer loading ratio (Table 2.7.).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Calculated</th>
<th>Found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>39.22</td>
<td>39.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>52.12</td>
<td>51.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.7. Elemental analysis of poly(NBFOA/NBHFA).

As the NBFOA-NBHFA copolymer system is intended for use as a negative-tone resist using CO₂ development, any resist remaining on the wafer post-development will consist of the non-protected material. With this consideration, the non-protected copolymer was subjected to the same plasma etch conditions as previously tested on the homopolymers. (Fig. 2.16.) The etch rate of this material, at 1.6 times the rate of novolac, presented a significant improvement over the previous methacrylate platform, which etched at 2.5 times the rate of novolac.⁸

The non-protected copolymer of NBFOA and NBHFA was successfully identified by NMR. Furthermore, this copolymer exhibited a significantly slower etch rate compared to previous CO₂-processable photoresists. The protected copolymer of this material was then synthesized and these materials were examined for lithographic properties, as described in the next sections.

2.3.5.2. Poly(NBFOA/NBHFA-BOC)

Initial attempts to directly copolymerize NBFOA and NBHFA-BOC using the allylpalladium catalyst were unsuccessful. Trace amounts of acid, formed by the catalyst, deprotected the tBOC,⁹ resulting in formation of the non-protected copolymer. However, post-polymerization protection of poly(NBFOA/NBHFA) produced the desired polymer in high yield. The polymer was primarily identified by $^{19}$F NMR (Fig. 2.17.), where the bis-
trifluoromethyl group shifts from -78 ppm in the non-protected polymer to -72 ppm in the t-BOC protected polymer, as observed in the monomer.

Figure 2.17. $^{19}$F NMR of poly(NBFOA/NBHFA) (red) and poly(NBFOA/NBHFA-BOC) (black).

The $^1$H NMR spectra of these polymers were most useful for the identification of the t-BOC group (Fig. 2.18.). The non-protected polymer spectrum showed impurities of acetone (2.15 ppm) and water (1.54 ppm). The protected polymer spectrum had a methanol impurity (3.32 and 2.77 ppm), and showed a large resonance at 1.46 ppm for the t-BOC protons.

Elemental analysis of purified poly(NBFOA/NBHFA-BOC) (Table 2.8.) indicated a high degree of purity, with less than 0.2 % difference between the calculated and found quantities of C, F, and H.
Table 2.8. Elemental analysis of poly(NBFOA/NBHFA-BOC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Calculated</th>
<th>Found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>40.32</td>
<td>40.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>49.08</td>
<td>49.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In agreement with the expected thermal properties of these materials, the high decomposition and glass transition temperatures were found to be sufficient for the use of this material as a photoresist. In poly(NBFOA/NBHFA-BOC), an initial loss of 6.1 wt% was observed from 190°-228°C, which agrees with the calculated mass of t-BOC of 6.3 wt%. Thermal decomposition of the t-BOC occurred at 190 – 220 °C (Fig. 2.19.). Further
decomposition of poly(NBFOA/NBHFA-BOC), as well as decomposition of poly(NBFOA/NBHFA) occurred at temperatures in excess of 300 °C. The thermal phase behavior, as measured by DSC, indicated a Tg at 120 °C (Fig. 2.20.). Further heating up to 220°C showed erratic behavior above 150°C, which might be attributed to melting of crystalline regions. The Tg was confirmed by slowly cooling, then reheating the sample. Notably, the erratic behavior previously observed was not reproduced upon further heating above 150°C, indicating a fully amorphous, non-crystalline material. The erratic thermal behavior in the second heat could be attributed to loss of the t-BOC group, in agreement with the TGA data. This thermal data suggest the polymer will be robust to typical baking steps in lithography.
Figure 2.20. Differential scanning calorimetry of poly(NBFOA/NBHFA-BOC). A first heating to 150 °C (not shown) allowed the sample to anneal to the DSC pan. Second heating to 220 °C shows erratic behavior above 150 °C. Cooling the sample, followed by a third heating, shows no erratic behavior.

The polymers were soluble in liquid and compressed CO₂ as well as fluorinated solvents, with a significant difference in CO₂ solubility, thus providing an accessible region for CO₂ development (Fig. 2.21.). As stated earlier in section 2.3.4.3., the polymers are each soluble above the cloud point curve, and insoluble below the curve. The region between the protected and non-protected polymers represents CO₂ conditions that allow the solubility of only the protected material, and solubility of the resist decreases upon deprotection. Thus, this resist is expected to act as a negative tone resist in CO₂. Nominal development conditions for this photoresist were found to be at 0-5 °C and 2000 psi.
2.3.6. Lithographic evaluation

2.3.6.1. Mercury arc lamp

Initial formulations of poly(NBFOA/NBHFA-BOC) with a photoacid generator were tested for photocleavage using a mercury arc lamp. A 10 w/w% solution of poly(NBFOA/NBHFA-BOC) in Solkane, containing 5 wt% WPAG was solvent-cast onto a NaCl plate and allowed to dry. The infrared spectrum of this film (Fig. 2.22.) contained the expected absorbances at 2955 cm\(^{-1}\) for CH\(_2\) stretching, 2880 cm\(^{-1}\) for CH stretching, and overlapping carbonyl stretches at 1769 and 1751 cm\(^{-1}\) for the t-BOC carbonyl and the NBFOA carbonyl. The film on NaCl was then exposed to UV light to test for photocleavage of the t-BOC group. The output of the Hg lamp is low at wavelengths less than 250 nm, extended exposure was necessary in order to activate the PAG. The film was exposed for 30
min, followed by a 10 min PEB at 105 °C. Infrared spectroscopic analysis of the resultant film showed no change in the methylene and methine C-H stretching absorbances. However, a broad OH stretching peak at 3550 – 3120 cm\(^{-1}\) suggested the presence of the deprotected hexafluoroalcohol. Further, the carbonyl stretching region presented only a single absorbance at 1749 cm\(^{-1}\), indicating the loss of the t-BOC carbonyl.

![Infrared spectra of poly(NBFOA/NBHFA-BOC) (green) and poly(NBFOA/NBHFA) (red).](image)

Figure 2.22. Infrared spectra of poly(NBFOA/NBHFA-BOC) (green) and poly(NBFOA/NBHFA) (red).

Initial photocleavage experiments showed that the t-BOC-protected copolymer could be cleaved with photo-generated acid. Using this information in conjunction with CO\(_2\) solubility information, images were obtained from a test pattern in this photoresist.

2.3.6.2. Imaging at 193 nm

A film of poly(NBFOA/NBHFA-BOC), containing 3 wt% WPAG, was exposed at 193 nm. Following exposure, the wafer was cleaved and placed in a CO\(_2\) cell for development at 2000 psi and 0 – 5 °C for 5 min. The smallest images obtained for dense and semidense lines (Tables 2.9. and 2.10.) were 3 µm and 1 µm, respectively. The imaging of this photoresist
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expected Linewidth</th>
<th>Actual Linewidth</th>
<th>Optical Image</th>
<th>SEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1µm</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3µm</td>
<td>3µm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10µm</td>
<td>9µm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.9. Optical and SEM micrographs of dense lines in poly(NBFOA/NBHFA) on Si. The scale bar is 10µm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expected Linewidth</th>
<th>Actual Linewidth</th>
<th>Optical Image</th>
<th>SEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1µm</td>
<td>1µm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3µm</td>
<td>6µm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10µm</td>
<td>9µm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.10. Optical and SEM micrographs of 1:3 semidense lines in poly(NBFOA/NBHFA) on Si. The scale bar is 10µm.
has not been optimized, and there are numerous ways this issue may be addressed.

Photolithography comprises several steps, each with a number of variables. Approaches toward obtaining smaller images are described below in terms of changing some of these variables. One obvious issue that has been present since the previous generation of CO$_2$-soluble photoresists is the long PED before CO$_2$ development. A long PED allows acid to diffuse into non-exposed areas and destroys the latent image. Typical PED for this photoresist has been 2 – 24 h. PED could be minimized through the installation of a CO$_2$ development cell in the cleanroom, closer to the exposure location. In addition, PED could be controlled with the design of a low-volume CO$_2$ development cell that can contain a whole 6” wafer. This would enable development in one batch, rather than multiple batches, as is done now.

The optimization of PAB and PEB temperatures and times could also lead to smaller images. A higher temperature or longer time for PAB densifies the resist to a greater extent, which will result in denser and more robust images at smaller linewidths. However, bake temperatures and times that are excessive could lead to thermal acid generation or thermal photoresist cleavage, thus reducing selectivity. The PEB is a more critical parameter to fine tune. Higher temperatures and longer bake times allow acid to diffuse more through the resist. Both excessive and insufficient diffusion of the acid will prevent the formation of images.

Greater molecular weight control of the polymeric resist can help minimize non-uniform acid diffusion through polymer chains by regulating the chain length and distribution of lengths. A lower molecular weight material could promote acid diffusion, just as a higher molecular weight material could inhibit acid diffusion. Furthermore, development with a
higher molecular weight resist may have intrinsic difficulties in obtaining very small images, as the linewidth approaches the polymer’s radius of gyration.

2.4. Conclusion

Polymeric photoresists were synthesized and analyzed for their lithographic properties, using CO$_2$ as the processing solvent. As condensed CO$_2$ has numerous advantages over standard aqueous developers, the photoresists were designed for development using condensed CO$_2$. These materials were improved upon the previous generation of materials for this application due to their higher plasma etch resistance and elevated glass transition temperature. Images were observed down to 1 $\mu$m, using 193 nm lithography and CO$_2$ development. Various processing parameters could be optimized to realize even smaller images.
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BILAYER RESISTS FOR DEVELOPMENT IN COMPRESSED CO$_2$
3. Bilayer resists for development in compressed CO₂

3.1. Introduction

3.1.1. Dry etch resistance of organic materials

Several portions of the lithographic process rely on dry plasma etching. Pattern transfer from the photoresist into the underlying substrate, as well as complete removal of residual resist (ashing) necessitate the use of plasmas. A plasma, or an ionized gas, consists of ions, electrons, and radicals and is formed by applying a high-power radio frequency discharge across a set of electrodes.¹ Electrons are then accelerated from the anode to the cathode and collide with gas molecules in between these electrodes. The applied voltage needs to be greater than the breakdown potential of the gas. This enables the accelerated electrons to collide inelastically with the gas molecules to break them down.

Though all plasmas are “glow discharges,” in so-called glow discharge methods, the plasma is confined to the region between the electrodes. Ordinary plasma etching places

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plasma Component</th>
<th>Fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Etch gas</td>
<td>0.5 – 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etch product</td>
<td>0.02 – 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radicals / neutral species</td>
<td>0.09 – 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charged particles</td>
<td>0.002 – 0.00001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1. Fractional composition of a typical glow discharge RIE plasma.¹

the substrate to be etched on the grounded electrode, which minimizes ion bombardment.² On the other hand, reactive ion etching places the substrate on the powered electrode and bombards the substrate with both charged and neutral particles (Table 3.1). In other important plasma etching techniques, including ion-beam and “beam” methods, the plasmas are generated remotely. In ion beam etching, a series of grids is used to selectively accelerate
ions to the substrate. In “beam” methods, radicals and other reactive neutral species are accelerated to the substrate surface through the use of magnetic fields and/or a pressure differential within the etching chamber.

For a successful etch transfer of lithographic patterns, several parameters are key to optimal performance. First, the etch process must yield a high fidelity transfer through vertical, anisotropic etching. A dominance of chemical etching effects, as exemplified in wet etching, is well-known to produce an isotropic etch. Therefore, anisotropy is enhanced when chemical effects are suppressed, and physical etching effects dominate. A dry, parallel plate RIE process exhibits excellent anisotropy. The parallel plate reactor is advantageous over other configurations for selective etching, as lower pressures can be used, and vertical particle bombardment results in greater anisotropy than with other reactors.

A second parameter that is key to pattern transfer is the etch rate, or, more specifically, the relative etch rate of the resist versus the substrate. It is desirable for the photoresist to have a slow etch rate compared to the substrate, so that the substrate beneath the resist remains protected during the etch. For novel resist systems, this selectivity is often given as a ratio of etch rate for the new material versus the etch rate of an established photoresist, such as novolac or Apex-E. Significant differences in the thermodynamic driving force of the surface molecules or atoms reacting with the plasma is known to lead to enhanced selectivity. Any selectivity adjustments based on thermodynamics for a resist and substrate will depend upon the chemical identity of these materials, as well as the choice of plasma etchant. In addition to the thermodynamic influences on the selectivity during plasma etch, if the plasma contains reactive gases that can form volatile products with the one of the substrate materials, then that material will etch faster. Conversely, low-volatile etch products
could form a passivating layer over the substrate or resist, to create a mask that enables high aspect ratio imaging with another etch composition.4 This principle is used extensively in the ashing of a photoresist with an O2 plasma, where volatile reactive products from oxidation of the photoresist may include CO, CO2, H2O, NOx, and SOx, while the underlying oxide layer remains intact. Additionally, O2 plasmas are used to form a protective SiO2 layer from a silated photoresist. Further etching under other conditions has been shown to yield very high aspect ratio imaging into the substrate. For example, researchers at Selete made 80 nm 1:1 contact holes, using a fluorinated silsesquioxane (SSQ) resist, on top of an antireflective layer, on tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), on the Si substrate (Fig. 3.1).5 The researchers patterned the SSQ resist, then used a CO/O2 etch to transfer the pattern into the anti-reflective layer, which also served as a spin-on-carbon layer, to act as the etch mask in the following C4F6/O2/Ar etch. Finally, the etch mask was removed by O2 ashing, to yield

Figure 3.1. Selective etching to form high aspect ratio images in a SSQ/spin-on-carbon/TEOS/Si film stack. Images are shown after lithographic patterning and development of the SSQ (a), CO/O2 etch into spin-on-carbon layer (b), C4F6/O2/Ar etch into TEOS layer (c), and final O2 ashing of the mask. Side-on and top down images are shown.
11:1 aspect ratio contact holes. These multilayer photoresist compositions have proven to be a powerful tool in pattern transfer, and will be discussed in further detail in the following section. Both the volatility of etch products and thermodynamics at the surface are a function of the plasma species that reaches the substrate surface. Of course, the choice of gas composition used for the plasma is a strong parameter for variations in the selectivity. A dramatic example is the selective etching of polysilicon versus silicon dioxide. A 60/40% CF$_4$/H$_2$ mixture can SiO$_2$ over polysilicon at a ratio of 45:1, but if the etch gas composition is changed to 15:5 sccm SF$_6$/Cl$_2$, then polysilicon is etched at a ratio of 45:1 over SiO$_2$. Furthermore, changes in the etchant composition can be a function of the etching chamber materials. The vacuum chamber walls often contain metals such as Fe, Ni, Cr, Al, Cu, and Zn, which could react with the plasma, depending on the process. This will reduce the effective concentration of the plasma, and potentially change the plasma composition. On the other hand, an increase in the effective plasma concentration is also possible, depending on materials in the etch chamber. For example, one study used a polytetrafluoroethylene sample holder during an O$_2$ etch process. However, as PTFE is known to be a source of F radicals during plasma etching, the results resembled an O$_2$/CF$_4$ etch more than a pure O$_2$ etch.

After the etching step, it is preferable to have minimal surface roughness in the remaining resist film. This allows the use of the thinnest resist layer needed in order to transfer the image to the desired depth, without the possibility of breakthrough etching of the protected regions. Minimal post-etch roughness also allows less stringent selectivity requirements. Surface roughness can occur from two etching issues: non-uniform etching, and/or contamination or damage to the surface. Non-uniform etching can be a function of the gas inlet and outlet configurations. If the gas cannot be distributed uniformly over the substrate,
then the plasma, too, will not be evenly distributed. The gas flow rate and residence time in
the etching chamber can also adversely affect the etch uniformity.\textsuperscript{8} Insufficient gas flow
rates can result in non-uniform coverage of the substrate, or even a failure to generate the
plasma. Large flow rates could lead to a turbulent flow or a jet-like flow into the etch
chamber, also causing an uneven distribution of etching species. An excessive residence
time of the feed gas could lead to a depletion layer of reactive species over the substrate,
changing the relative concentrations of particles in the plasma, and leading to non-uniform
etch rates for the duration of the residence time. An etched surface may become
contaminated from the backscattering, or redeposition and implantation, of non-volatile etch
products. The effects of non-volatile etch products has been previously described in terms of
selectivity, in the case of bilayer resists forming a protective SiO\textsubscript{2} passivating layer.
However, the formation of undesired non-volatile etch products—including those formed by
interactions with the etch chamber itself\textsuperscript{9}—have the potential to redeposit onto the substrate.
Such redeposition forms localized masked areas, or micromasks, that create pitting during
further etching.\textsuperscript{10} Contamination from polymeric residues has also been observed to inhibit
uniform etching. Polymeric residues have been known to form in etch compositions with a
low F/C ratio, fast-etching resists, long plasma residence times, high gas pressures, the
presence of tetrafluoroethylene fixtures inside the etch chamber, solvent outgassing, and low
power density. Other damage resulting in surface roughness has been observed as a result
from the high energy radiation present in a plasma. Silicon dioxide has been found to be
especially vulnerable to radiation damage.\textsuperscript{11} In fact, the extent of gate oxide damage is
proportional to the dc bias voltage of the plasma etch.\textsuperscript{12} Although low-voltage damage can
be repaired by thermal annealing, any damage from a bias voltage of 500V or greater is irreversible.

The optimization of anisotropy, selectivity, and surface roughness is not straightforward, as these parameters do not vary independently with the possible experimental parameters. An anisotropic etch is best obtained through the choice of an etching method dominated by physical effects. The selectivity of an etch process can be tailored through an understanding of the chemical and physical reactivity of the etchant with the resist and the material to be etched. Post-etch surface roughness can be minimized using a uniform, contamination-free etch. As described above, the experimental parameters associated with optimizing each of these qualities are interrelated and complex. As such, many researchers have attempted to develop empirical models to describe the plasma etching of organic materials.\textsuperscript{13-16}

Efforts toward elucidating empirical structure-property relationships for etch resistance have resulted in mixed success. Many researchers cite the Ohnishi parameter as a basis for the design of their resists.\textsuperscript{13} The Ohnishi parameter states that

\[ V \propto \frac{N}{(N_C - N_O)}, \]  \hspace{1cm} [4]

where \( V \) is the ion-beam etch rate of the polymer, \( N \) is the total number of atoms in the monomer unit, \( N_C \) is the number of carbon atoms in the monomer, and \( N_O \) is the number of oxygen atoms in the monomer. This early model of etch resistance in organic materials describes a distinct relationship between ion-beam etch rate and atomic composition of the resist. However, this relationship was found to not apply to the etching of resists in RIE plasma processes. The limitations of this parameter has led to many erroneous references to it, as few other empirical models have been available.\textsuperscript{17} Additionally, while the resists Ohnishi analyzed were germane to lithography trends in the early 1980’s, much has changed
since then, including the introduction of non-aromatic alicyclic structures, and much more highly fluorinated resists.

While Ohnishi’s work focused on atomic composition of the resist, as it related to dry etch rates, the structural components of the resist were neglected. In an effort to address the structural differences in photoresists, Kunz and Allen developed another model relating etch rate to the weight fraction of the resist in cyclic structures.\(^{14}\) The authors defined a ring parameter, \(r\), where:

\[
 r = \frac{M_{\text{CR}}}{M_{\text{TOT}}}.
\]  

[5]

The mass of the carbon atoms in the resist involved in ring structures is \(M_{\text{CR}}\), and \(M_{\text{TOT}}\) is the total mass of the resist. A third-order polynomial function of \(r\) was used to model the etch resistance of acrylate copolymer resists containing cyclic side groups, in the presence of an aggressive \(\text{Cl}_2\) etch process. The model fit fairly well to the actual etch data, though significant scatter of the data was apparent. Notably, this model does not discriminate between the etch rates of two different acyclic resists. The authors also acknowledged the difficulty in addressing the effects of complex parameters, such as different etch processes and the redeposition of etch products, using an empirical approach. Although this model yielded only moderate success in elucidating a trend for etch resistance, it represented a great shift in thinking about the etch resistance of photoresists. Specifically, this model introduced a more chemical approach to etch resistance: focusing on the way bonds in the resist are broken.

In a collaboration between IBM and BF Goodrich, researchers compiled a detailed analysis of nineteen methacrylate copolymers, and fourteen norbornene addition polymers.\(^{16}\) The etch rates were compared, along with a novolac (SPR-510L) and Apex-E under
Semetech standard polysilicon and oxide etch conditions. An examination of the data plotted against the Ohnishi parameter and the ring parameter revealed mixed agreement. Incorporating portions of these models, the incremental structural parameter (ISP) model was derived, with good agreement between predicted and actual etch rates. This model also was unique in treating acid-labile groups separately, as these groups have a tendency to etch faster than otherwise predicted. The model was defined in a somewhat complicated manner, where the monomer structural contribution is

$$MSC = N_HQ_1 + \frac{(N_C-C)^2Q_2}{N_C} + N_{C-O}Q_3 + N_{C-N}Q_4 - \left[ (N_H)\_alQ_1 + \frac{(N_{C-C})\_al^2Q_2}{(N_C)\_al} \right]Q_5,$$  

where $N_H$ and $N_C$ are the number of hydrogen and carbon atoms in the monomer, $N_{C-C}$, $N_{C-O}$, and $N_{C-N}$ represent the number of carbon-carbon bonds, carbon-oxygen bonds, and carbon-nitrogen bonds in the monomer, respectively, and each $Q_i$ is an experimentally-determined constant for the etch process examined. The incremental structural parameter, ISP, is a weighted mole fraction of the MSC for each monomer type in the resist polymer. The etch rate of a photoresist is proportional to ISP. This model was a clear improvement over its predecessors, as far as modeling capability. The major weakness of the ISP model is the presence of an offset between polymers with different backbones, making the model non-universal. Also, the presence of halogen and elements that form refractory oxides in the resist was apparently neglected, though the presence and bonding structure of these elements may have a profound effect on the etch rate. Additionally, the authors mention that the presence of a PAG in the resist film can drastically change the etch behavior of the resist, though they concede that the mechanism of acid generation is unclear. Finally, the authors
wisely caution that any published data on etch rates or selectivity is highly based on the particular etch process used. This perspective emphasizes that the etching process is not well-understood, and one process cannot easily be translated into the terms of another. Furthermore, much work remains before a complete understanding of the plasma etching of organic materials can be attained.

3.1.2. Bilayer photoresists

3.1.2.1. Motivation and background

Although the physical and chemical effects of plasma etching are not entirely understood, it is well-known that materials containing elements known to form refractory oxides will do so in the presence of an oxidizing plasma, such as O$_2$.\textsuperscript{18-23} Examples of such elements include Si, Cr,\textsuperscript{24} and Al.\textsuperscript{25} In lithographic imaging, Si is most often used, as it also provides transparency at DUV exposure wavelengths. As mentioned earlier, these refractory oxides can serve as masking materials for further etch processes. Other elements commonly present in photoresists, notably carbon and hydrogen, will form volatile oxidized byproducts in the presence of an O$_2$ plasma.\textsuperscript{23} The use of materials known for their excellent etch resistance, in conjunction with materials that satisfy other required properties has led to the concept of a multilayer resist system.
The initial multilayer resist systems were implemented with three separately coated films.\textsuperscript{20} The thin top layer was a photo-imagable polymer, which could be imaged and developed using traditional lithographic methods (Fig. 3.2). This layer consisted of a novolac resist or a cross-linkable styrenic polymer, for positive or negative-tone imaging. The thin middle layer served as the RIE barrier, typically made of a spin-on-glass material,
such as a tetraalkoxysilane, or a polysiloxane. In the presence of an O\textsubscript{2} plasma, this layer reacts to form a passivating SiO\textsubscript{2} barrier layer. Finally, the thick bottom layer was used to planarize the substrate, which may have been partially-patterned during an earlier step. The original motivation for multilayer resists was to address the formation of high aspect ratio images through dry plasma etching.\textsuperscript{26} Also, the use of multilayer resists allayed concerns of imaging with DUV tools, which were expected to have a very limited DOF.\textsuperscript{20} Imaging with a small DOF necessitated the use of thin imaging films, though often to the detriment of etching capabilities. Multilayer resist stacks, with a large planarizing layer, was the nexus between these lithographic constraints of narrow DOF and high etch resistance. Later work on multilayer resists condensed the imagable layer and the etch resistant layer into one material through the combination of silicon-containing groups, and acid-sensitive groups in one polymer. A protective SiO\textsubscript{2} layer could be formed from silylated portions of the resist in the presence of the O\textsubscript{2} plasma. While an intermediate layer could be eliminated in this manner, the narrow DOF requirements continued the necessity for a thick planarization layer. Using a bilayer approach effectively reduced the number of processing steps, as the initial breakthrough etch through the O\textsubscript{2} plasma-resistant layer was no longer necessary, and a third layer of the resist stack no longer needed to be coated. The use of a bilayer resist also has development advantages, since the patterning of a thin layer of film will not be as susceptible to image collapse as in the high aspect ratio structures developed in single-layer resists.\textsuperscript{27} Of course, the process complexity is increased when multiple resist layers need to be coated. Therefore, further advances in lithographic processing have enabled “multilayer” resists to consist of a single-coated layer. The need for thinner resist films for smaller images, as well as the development of resists with greater selectivity have enabled the use of singly-coated
multilayer resist systems. The etch-resistant SiO$_2$ layer was formed as indicated for bilayer resists.

A successful bilayer resist will exhibit at least a 10:1 selectivity over polysilicon. In order to achieve such results, it has been estimated that the photoresist must contain at least 9 wt% Si in order to form the SiO$_2$ passivating layer. There are multiple ways in which silicon can be incorporated into a photoresist to enhance the selectivity. These can be separated into three classes of materials: polysilanes, polysiloxanes, and silsesquioxanes. These materials and their uses as etch masks in bilayer resists will be discussed in the following sections.

3.1.2.2. Silicon in bilayer photoresists

3.1.2.2.1. Polysilanes

Some initial, basic work to incorporate silicon into photoresists placed pendant silane groups onto existing polymer platforms, such as novolacs and polyvinylsulfones (Fig. 3.3). In novolac materials, p-trimethylsilylmethyl phenol has been used to replace a portion of the m- or p-cresol used for synthesizing the polymer resin. In polymers containing up to 9.7 wt% Si, O$_2$ plasma etch rates have been observed to be as slow as 240 Å/min – in contrast to 2300 Å/min for a commercial Shipley novolac, HPR-204. Therefore, a thin layer of the patterned silylated novolac will etch approximately 9.5 times slower than the underlying thick layer of HPR-204, enabling high aspect ratio images. These etching results were obtained in an oxygen plasma, with a flow rate of 15 sccm, at a pressure of 20 mTorr, and with a bias voltage of -200V. The most significant disadvantage of this resist was its low T$_g$ at 26 °C. This only allowed very thin imaging layers, to minimize polymer flow during the PEB. Additionally, novolac-based resists are most useful at G-line and I-line technologies. Other lithographic technologies require
Figure 3.3. Polymer platforms containing silane side groups. (a) Novolac resin containing p-trimethylsilylmethyl phenol and (b) poly(3-butenyltrimethylsilane sulfone).

more transparent resists. For etch-resistant e-beam resists containing pendant silanes, Gozdz and coworkers have examined sulfur dioxide copolymers. In the absence of silicon, these copolymers exhibit very poor etch resistance. However, using monomers such as 3-butenyltrimethylsilane copolymers have been made as negative-tone e-beam resists that exhibit excellent O₂ plasma etch resistance. For example, the copolymer shown in Fig. 3.3(b) contains 14.6 wt% Si, and etched at 5 – 10 Å/min, after an initial 1 – 2 minutes of fast etching during the formation of the SiO₂ barrier layer. “Standard” etch conditions were used. Namely, the O₂ pressure was 15 mTorr, and the voltage bias was -400 V. Flow rates of O₂ were not disclosed. Further related research in this group has produced p-trimethylsilylstyrene and p-pentamethyldisilylstyrene copolymers with SO₂. Under the latter etching conditions described, the disilylstyrene – SO₂ copolymer containing 18.8 wt% Si was found to etch at 25Å/min. While this rate is much faster than that of the silylated PBS analog, it is still remarkably slow. Either of these SO₂ copolymer platforms would exhibit excellent properties as etch-resistant, bilayer e-beam resists. Unlike the silylated novolac, these materials exhibited excellent thermal stability. The PBS analog was found to have a Tₐ of 120 °C, while the styrenic copolymers each had Tₐ’s greater than 150 °C. Unfortunately,
the etch rates for these silylated SO$_2$ copolymers cannot be directly compared with the etch performance of the silylated novolac described earlier. The lower pressure of the plasma used for etching the SO$_2$ copolymers versus that of the silylated novolac indicates a lower plasma density. This parameter alone suggests a slower etch for the SO$_2$ copolymers, as fewer plasma components are present at any given time. However, the greater bias voltage used for etching SO$_2$ copolymers suggests a faster etch rate, as ions in the plasma will bombard the polymer film surface with greater energy than in the etching of the novolac. Additionally, the undisclosed O$_2$ flow rate in the etching of SO$_2$ copolymers poses a quandry, as there is no way to compare the rate of fresh incoming etchant with that of the related novolac.

The use of silanes in bilayer photoresists has also been briefly examined from the perspective of using photosensitive polysilanes, with solubilizing side groups.$^{31-33}$ Akin to SO$_2$ copolymers, these materials undergo chain scission during exposure. A solubility contrast is achieved through the molecular weight difference between exposed and unexposed resist. Unlike typical novolac or chemical amplification resists, a high absorbance at the exposure wavelength is desirable. Typically, polysilanes exhibit an absorption maximum between 300 – 400 nm.$^{32}$ As Figure 3.4 illustrates, the absorbance at lower wavelengths is significant, as well, making these materials suitable for I-line, 248 nm, and possibly 193 nm exposures. While the photolability of polysilanes in solution is quite high, the photoscission reaction in the polymer film is significantly less efficient. This is suspected to be due to the greater ease of free radical recombination in the solid state. Furthermore, the contrast of these materials is hampered by potential cross-linking, which will counteract the
solubility contrast obtained through a molecular weight reduction from photoscission. Wallraff and coworkers have developed polysilanes exhibiting faster photobleaching rates, and thus greater sensitivities, through the manipulation of polymer side groups, and the addition of an aromatic sensitizer. This work successfully decreased the required exposure dose from 150 mJ/cm² to 20 mJ/cm². Dabbagh et al. described substantial issues in the use of a related material, plasma polymerized methylsilane (PPMS). This material will oxidize in the presence of UV light, and can be developed in the positive tone using HF vapor. However, this resist system suffered from poor contrast, as the oxidation of the film was limited by O₂ diffusion into the film. Furthermore, a 100 – 300 Å residue layer remained post-development, which was resistant to oxide etching. An additional halogen
breakthrough etch was required to remove this residue, and subsequent O\textsubscript{2} etching resulted in poor image fidelity.

Silylated materials have been investigated as bilayer resists, both with silanes as side groups or comprising the main chain of the polymer. While these materials show some promise as etch resistant bilayer resists, limited success has been realized, and therefore they have not been extensively examined. A related class of materials, polysiloxanes, have been investigated in more detail as highly etch resistant top layer resists.

3.1.2.2.2. Polysiloxanes

As with silylated resists, siloxanes have been examined both as a side-chain and the main chain of an etch resistant photoresist. As side chains in bilayer resists, methacryl-functionalized polydimethylsiloxanes (PDMS) have been copolymerized with acid cleavable \textit{tert}-butylmethacrylate (TBMA).\textsuperscript{22,34} Such copolymers were found to have the possibility of negative tone imaging in high-energy exposures, such as 157 nm optical and e-beam exposures, and positive tone imaging at DUV.\textsuperscript{34} The negative tone behavior was due to crosslinking of the PDMS chains, and positive tone imaging could be realized with TMAH development. Unfortunately, the imaging of these copolymers could not be well-controlled. They were found to have poor film formation properties, and images swelled in the presence of aqueous base developer. Minimum resolution of TBMA copolymers was greater than 1 \textmu m, but the resolution could be improved to 0.5 \textmu m by replacing TBMA with tBOC-Sty.\textsuperscript{22} Replacement of TBMA with tBOC-Sty also greatly improved the \( T_g \), from 14 °C to 106 °C. The tBOC-Sty copolymer was found to have an etch selectivity up to seven times slower than novolac. Low molecular weight PDMS macromers (<1K) were required to prevent microphase separation. Plasma etching of copolymers containing larger macromers has
resulted in non-uniform SiO₂ networks, which created pitting and poor image transfer.\textsuperscript{22,34} However, related work, incorporating 10K vinyl-functionalized PDMS macromonomers into a PBS copolymer, demonstrated excellent image transfer with no observed pitting, though microphase separation was evidenced.\textsuperscript{21}

Polysiloxanes have received limited attention as the top layer in bilayer resists, primarily because of their well-known low glass transition temperatures. Thin films of PDMS (100 nm) have been used, chiefly as a model negative-tone crosslinking polysiloxane, in the examination of surface roughness and LER as a function of various oxidizing plasma conditions.\textsuperscript{23,35} Other polysiloxanes have incorporated acid cleavable groups, such as tBOC-Sty and norbornyl-2-\textit{tert}-butoxycarbonate (NBtBOC).\textsuperscript{22} As an advantage over graft copolymers, these materials easily incorporate a large weight percent Si, which enables high etch resistance. Unfortunately, the \( T_g \)'s of these materials are quite low. The bulky substituents of the norbornyl polymer allow a \( T_g \) of 60 °C, at best. The selectivity of these materials versus novolac in an \( O_2 \) plasma was sufficient for a bilayer resist. The tBOC-Sty polymer etched ten times slower, and the NBtBOC polymer etched six times slower than novolac. Unfortunately, the outgassing of volatile byproducts during \( O_2 \) plasma etching resulted in a porous film, which would prevent high-fidelity image transfer into the novolac layer (Figure 3.5). A brief report from Paraszcznak and coworkers examined a variety of main-chain siloxane copolymers for their \( O_2 \) plasma etch performance.\textsuperscript{36} It is interesting to note that, of the 11 polymers studied, the highly branched polysiloxanes etched the slowest, with only steam-grown SiO₂ etching slower. This suggests that a highly branched polysiloxane material will exhibit even greater \( O_2 \) plasma etch resistance than an ordinary linear polysiloxane.
Figure 3.5. Porous images due to outgassing of tBOC-Sty functionalized polysiloxane after O$_2$ plasma etch.

The use of siloxanes in bilayer resists has been facilitated by relatively inexpensive starting materials and ease of synthesis. The high etch resistance capabilities of these materials make them attractive candidates for bilayer applications. Unfortunately, polysiloxane-based photoresists tend to exhibit low glass transition temperatures, which could erode imaged materials during the PEB. Further distortion of images has been observed from swelling in the presence of TMAH developer. However, the greatest barrier to commercial implementation of polysiloxane resists is their tendency to outgas during exposure. Siloxane-containing polymers have been found to outgas at a rate substantially greater than silane-containing polymers.$^{37}$ Deposition of silicon-based outgassing products on the final optical lens has been shown to cause irreversible damage to this expensive component of a lithography scanner. In an effort to minimize such outgassing, interconnected Si-O networks have received recent attention.

3.1.2.2.3. Silsesquioxane-based polymers
Silsesquioxanes (SSQ) are siloxane-based materials in either a ladder or polyhedral architecture (Fig. 3.6). The interconnected Si-O network has been shown to outgas during 193 nm or 157 nm exposure at significantly lower level than either silanes or polysiloxanes.\textsuperscript{37} Also, the lack of flexibility in these structures has enabled elevated glass transition temperatures, in stark contrast to the related polysiloxane materials. The earliest reports of SSQ materials used as photoresists have used the ladder-type SSQ. These resists were used in the negative tone, with cross-linking substituents, including methacryl\textsuperscript{38} or allyl\textsuperscript{39} groups. The methacryl-substituted SSQ was found to etch 11 – 18 times slower than an AZ novolac under and oxygen plasma, and the allyl-substituted SSQ etched 67 times slower than the MP-2400 novolac. It should be noted that the etch conditions were not clarified for each of these materials, and the comparative novolac materials were not the same. Therefore, the relative etch rates of the methacryl and allyl SSQ materials cannot be compared with this data. However, this data does indicate that ladder SSQ materials etch much slower than novolacs, making them suitable for bilayer applications. van de Grampel and coworkers have investigated a SSQ material that acts as a negative tone resist, based on

Figure 3.6. Different architectures of silsesquioxanes: (a) ladder-type silsesquioxane, and (b) polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS). The silicon and oxygen atoms in the background of (b) have been omitted for clarity.
polycondensation reactions (Fig. 3.7).\textsuperscript{22} Containing 21 wt% Si, this polymer etched 19 times slower than an AZ novolac. A prospective positive
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Figure 3.7. Polycondensation of a negative tone SSQ resist.

tone SSQ resist that has been examined is \( p \)-hydroxybenzyl-substituted SSQ, which uses a solubility difference attained through a photoactive compound, similar to how DNQ provides a solubility difference for novolac.\textsuperscript{40} As desired, the etch ratio of this resist to that of novolac in an oxygen plasma was 1:28. While much of the research on ladder-type SSQ resists has been applied to I-line and 248 nm lithography, relatively little work has been done to apply these materials to 193 nm, 157 nm, and e-beam lithographies. Researchers at Selete described a silsesquioxane for use in bilayer resists at 157 nm.\textsuperscript{41} This resist contained fluorinated side groups to minimize absorbance at 157 nm. While the nature of these side groups was not disclosed, a SSQ containing 16 wt% fluorine had an absorbance of 3.32 \( \mu \text{m}^{-1} \). Increasing the fluorine content to 29 wt% lowered the absorbance significantly to 1.85 \( \mu \text{m}^{-1} \) at 157 nm. As with the previously described SSQ resists, this material performed well under
O₂ plasma etch conditions, etching 4 – 6 times slower than JSR’s NFC-B200 novolac resist. While this resist etched slower than the reference novolac material, it is anticipated that the high fluorine content of the resist negatively impacted the etch resistance of this material.⁷,³⁴

Concerns have arisen regarding ladder-type SSQ materials. Specifically, the lack of an exact molecular formula—even in materials bought from major vendors—has bothered researchers, as the material’s identity is not well-understood or characterized.³⁴ Also, the presence of silanol groups, which may be present for condensation reactions in ladder SSQ resists, will be detrimental to the material’s absorbance at DUV wavelengths. These issues could be eliminated through the use of a “small molecule” version of SSQ. Such materials are known as polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSS), and can be functionalized for ease of incorporation into a polymeric architecture (Fig. 3.6(b)). Each silicon in a POSS molecule contains an alkyl substituent. As already stated, one substituent can be functionalized with a polymerizable group; the remaining substituents are typically simple hydrocarbons. Gonsalves and coworkers described the use of POSS in photoresists as early as 2001.¹⁷ This research incorporated a methacryl-functionalized POSS into a methacrylate copolymer for positive tone e-beam imaging. Unlike many of the materials described to this point, this resist was designed to be a single layer resist that could form an etch resistant top layer upon exposure to an O₂ plasma. The incorporation of POSS certainly aided in the elevation of glass transition temperatures for these materials, which ranged from 170 – 186 °C, depending on composition. In an oxidizing plasma, a copolymer containing 30 wt% POSS (6.7 wt% Si) was found to etch about 1/3 as fast as a similar formulation containing no POSS. This corresponded to an etch rate of 900 Å/min in plasma conditions of 60 mTorr pressure of CF₄ and O₂, flowing at 12.6 and 30 sccm, respectively. The power density was
maintained at 0.25 W/cm². In fact, the authors found that the RIE rate dropped significantly in copolymers containing at least 20 wt% POSS (only 4.9 wt% Si!). The quantity of silicon incorporated into these polymers, leading to substantial etch resistance, is dramatically lower than the recommended 10 – 15 wt % silicon incorporation for a highly etch resistant material. Detailed investigations of POSS-containing photoresists has been undertaken by Argitis and coworkers. These resists have been primarily examined as positive tone resists for 157 nm and e-beam lithography. POSS groups were incorporated into polymers through a methacryl substituent. Other monomers included methacrylic acid, methyl methacrylate, itaconic anhydride, and tert-butyl methacrylate for a contrastable group. Two different alkyl POSS substituents were compared for lithographic performance: ethyl and cyclopentyl. In otherwise identical polymers, the polymer containing ethyl-substituted POSS outperformed the cyclopentyl analog in absorbance at 157 nm, etch resistance, and post-etch roughness. The greater hydrocarbon content of cyclopentyl-POSS unsurprisingly results in a greater 157 nm absorbance, as the carbon-hydrogen bond is known to contribute to absorbance at this wavelength. The authors of this study suggested that the diminished etch resistance and greater post-etch roughness observed in the cyclopentyl-POSS copolymer may be due to the bulky size of this substituent, and that it prevents the formation of a smooth silicon oxide film. On the other hand, the copolymers containing 30 wt% ethyl-substituted POSS (9 wt% Si) were found to etch 20 times slower than hard baked novolac in an O₂ plasma. Imaged lines and spaces could be resolved with this resist down to 100 nm using 157 nm exposure. Although this resist fared better than the cyclopentyl analog, its absorbance at 157 nm (4.5 μm⁻¹) limits it to bilayer applications.
Silsesquioxane materials provide the desired etch resistance for bilayer resist applications, with the added advantage of high glass transition temperatures, relative to other silicon-containing materials. These properties enable high aspect ratio imaging with ever smaller critical dimensions. Ladder-type silsesquioxanes were pivotal in the development of high Tg silicon-containing resists, though their cross-linking mechanism for solubility switch, and inexact molecular formulas has limited their use. SSQ materials of known, oligomeric structure have only received recent attention as the etch-resistant portion of bilayer resists. The current synthesis of POSS architectures is low-yielding, which contributes to their high cost. However, with judicious incorporation of POSS groups into photoresists, these materials have great potential as bilayer resists.

3.1.3. Present approach

Despite the breadth of knowledge of materials for bilayer resists, no work has described the design of bilayer photoresists that could be developed in condensed carbon dioxide. In an effort to design materials that could be used for such a purpose, and also bear the desired properties of a resist, an addition polymer of norbornene-based monomers was pursued. As well-described in the previous chapter, norbornene addition polymers are expected to provide a high glass transition temperature. Also, POSS groups were targeted for the incorporation of silicon into the resist. With their well-defined architecture and low outgasing, POSS groups seemed the best choice among silicon-containing materials. Furthermore, norbornenyl-functionalized POSS materials were known to be commercially available. Based on previous research, we have estimated that POSS incorporation into norbornene-based photoresists at levels of 9 wt% Si were expected to decrease the O₂ plasma etch rate to 20 times slower than that of novolac. The POSS moiety, in conjunction with highly
fluorinated monomers, was expected to provide the necessary CO$_2$ solubility for development of an imaged resist. Fluorinated monomers, described in Chapter 2, were used for this purpose. Chemical switching of these copolymers was to be carried out through the incorporation of NBHFA, which served well in SLR applications.

3.2. Experimental

3.2.1. Synthesis

3.2.1.1. Materials

Methylene chloride (CH$_2$Cl$_2$, 99.5% Fisher) was dried over 4Å molecular sieves and degassed with argon. Allyl bromide (Aldrich), allylpalladium chloride dimer (allyl-Pd, 99% Strem), argon (Ar, Fisher), carbon black (Fisher), celite (Aldrich), di-tert-butylphenol (DBP, Aldrich), hexanes (Fisher), magnesium sulfate (MgSO$_4$, Fisher), methanol (MeOH, Fisher), 1,1,1,3,3-pentafluorobutane (Solkane, Solvay Fluorides), 1H,1H-perfluoroctan-1-ol (Fluorosolutions), 50 w/w% potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution (Fisher), 1-[2-(5-norbornen-2-yl)ethyl]-3,5,7,9,11,13,15-heptacyclopentyl[9.5.1.1$^{3,9}$.1$^{5,15}$.1$^{7,13}$]octasiloxane (NBPOSS, Sigma-Aldrich), silver hexafluoroantimonate (AgSbF$_6$, 98% Strem), tetrabutyl ammonium hydrogen sulfate (TBAHS, Aldrich), tetrahydrofuran (THF), and α,α,α-trifluorotoluene (TFT, Aldrich) were used as received. Allyl-Pd and AgSbF$_6$ were stored in a dry box prior to use. AgSbF$_6$ was stored away from light. Dicyclopentadiene (DCP, Aldrich) was cracked immediately prior to use.

3.2.1.2. Equipment

Schlenk flasks and a custom-made fritted funnel, bearing a 14/20 male ground glass joint and a 14/20 female ground glass joint were made by Walt Boger of the University of North Carolina Chemistry Department glass shop. Reactions were heated in a mineral oil bath.
Air and moisture-sensitive reagents were prepared in an oxygen-free glove box from Vacuum Atmospheres Company.

3.2.1.3. Monomer synthesis

3.2.1.3.1. (1H,1H-Perfluorooctyloxy)-propene (FAE)

A round bottom flask was charged with 1H,1H-perfluorooctan-1-ol (19.83 g, 62.75 mmol) and TBAHS (2.15 g, 6.34 mmol). Addition of 50 mL of a 50 w/w% aqueous KOH solution resulted in the formation of a fluffy white precipitate. The mixture was stirred at RT for 10 minutes, followed by the addition of allyl bromide (21.36 g, 176.53 mmol) in 50 mL CH₂Cl₂. The reaction mixture was gently heated at 40°C for 18 h. The CH₂Cl₂ layer was dried over MgSO₄, filtered, and dried. Vacuum distillation afforded a colorless liquid product at 30°C (62%).

3.2.1.3.2. 5-(1H,1H-Perfluorooctyloxymethyl)-norborn-2-ene (NBFAE)

A pressure tube was charged with cyclopentadiene (2.70 g, 40.90 mmol), FAE (12.16 g, 27.60 mmol), and DBP (27.4 mg, 0.13 mmol). The vessel was closed and heated to 170°C for 2 days. Vacuum distillation afforded a colorless liquid product at 55°C in 40% yield.

3.2.1.4. Polymer synthesis

3.2.1.4.1. Addition polymerization

A typical polymerization using a palladium catalyst was carried out in an inert atmosphere, similar to literature procedures (Fig. 3.8). A solution of allyl-Pd (4.4 mg, 12 µmol) and AgSbF₆ (13.5 mg, 39 µmol) in 5 mL CH₂Cl₂ was stirred for 10 min. The catalyst solution was transferred via cannula onto a fitted ground glass frit and allowed to filter into a flask containing a mixture of NBFAE (364 mg, 719 µmol) and NBPOSS (653 mg, 596 µmol). The yellow reaction mixture was heated gently overnight at 30 – 35 °C. The
resultant gelatinous yellow solid was isolated via precipitation into hexanes. The polymer was redissolved in Solkane, treated with Celite and carbon black, then precipitated into methanol yielded a white powder in 57% yield.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{R} & = \text{cyclopentyl} \\
\text{R'} & = \text{cyclopentyl}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 3.8. Synthesis of NBPOSS-NBFAE copolymer.

3.2.2. Characterization

3.2.2.1. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (NMR)

\(^1\text{H}\) and \(^{19}\text{F}\) NMR spectra were collected on a Bruker Avance 400 MHz spectrometer and analyzed using Mestre-C 2.3 software. Approximately 5 mg of each monomer sample was dissolved in 1 mL deuterated chloroform (CDCl\textsubscript{3}, Cambridge Isotope Labs), with a TFT internal reference for \(^{19}\text{F}\) NMR. Polymer samples were dissolved in TFT, with a CDCl\textsubscript{3} external lock solvent. \(^1\text{H}\) chemical shifts were referenced to CHCl\textsubscript{3} at 7.24 ppm and \(^{19}\text{F}\) chemical shifts were referenced to TFT -63.72 ppm or fluorobenzene at -113.15 ppm. The labelling of carbon atom positions in norbornyl materials is in accordance with IUPAC definitions (Fig. 3.4.).
Figure 3.9. IUPAC numbering of a substituted norbornene molecule.

3.2.2.2. Elemental Analysis

Elemental analysis of monomers and polymers for C, H, and F content was carried out by Atlantic Microlabs, Inc in Norcross, GA.

3.2.2.3. Etching

Reactive ion etching (RIE) was performed at the NCSU Nanofabrication Facility, using a Semi Group RIE System 1000 TP tool. Samples with varying w/w% polymer in TFT were filtered through 0.45 µm PTFE syringe filters. The filtered solutions were spin coated at 1100 rpm for 120 s on a Cookson Electronics Specialty Coating Systems G3P-8 spin coater onto 2-inch silicon wafers. The films were baked at 115 °C for 120 s. Films were etched for 1-8 minutes under an RIE plasma. The plasma used was a mixture of CHF₃ (20 sccm) and O₂ (5 sccm). The chamber pressure was 60 mTorr, the cathode configuration was Al₂O₃/Al and the power was 100W. Film thicknesses were measured before and after etching with interferometry.

3.2.2.4. Interferometry

Interferometric measurements were obtained at the NCSU Nanofabrication Facility, using a Nanometrics NanoSpec AFT. The wavelength was scanned from 480 nm to 790 nm.

3.3. Results and discussion

3.3.1. Monomer characterization
A discussion of the synthesis and characterization of FAE and NBFAE can be found in sections 2.3.1.2. and 2.3.1.3.

3.3.2. Polymer characterization

Copolymers of NBFAE and NBPOSS were identified by $^1$H NMR, $^{19}$F NMR, and elemental analysis. $^{19}$F NMR spectra displayed the expected resonances arising from the NBFAE monomer, with broadened peaks due to molecular tumbling. $^1$H NMR spectra (Fig. 3.6) showed resonances indicative of NBFAE, due to the O-CH$_2$-R$_f$ signal at 3.8 ppm and the NB-CH$_2$-O signal at 3.5 ppm. Key resonances were also found due to NBPOSS. These were present at 0.1 ppm, due to the dimethylsilyl group adjacent to the POSS structure and at 0.5 ppm, due to an overlapping resonance of the silyl methylene protons and the resonance of protons at the 3 position of the norbornene. Other key resonances identified were due to the cyclopentyl groups on the POSS: the silyl methine peak was at 1.0 ppm, and the large peaks at 1.7 and 1.5 ppm were due to the remaining cyclopentyl protons. Assignments for NBPOSS resonances were based on comparison with the monomer spectrum. The percent monomer incorporation was determined by a relative integration of the peaks at 4.0 – 3.0 ppm, due to four NBFAE protons, to the entire spectrum from 4.0 – -0.2 ppm. This method resulted in a calculated 48 mol% POSS incorporation, for 45 mol% NBPOSS loading. This is equivalent to 15.2 wt% Si incorporation into the polymer, and was expected to provide excellent O$_2$ plasma etch resistance. The silicon content was also independently calculated from elemental analysis data (Table 3.1). Based on an initial observation of the elemental analysis data for a NBPOSS copolymer with 45 mol% NBPOSS loading, it is evident that the incorporation ratio of the two monomers is nearly the same as the loading ratio. Using the found fluorine content to calculate the weight percent NBFAE, it was determined that the
Figure 3.10. 1H NMR of poly(NBFAE/NBPOSS), containing 15 wt% Si. Percent POSS incorporation determined by relative integration of peaks at 4.0 – 3.0 ppm to entire spectrum.

polymer contained 46 mol% NBPOSS, which corresponds to 14.8 wt% Si, in very good agreement with the NMR data. Another copolymer of NBFAE and NBPOSS was found to contain 9 wt% Si, using the same methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Calculated</th>
<th>Found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>45.05</td>
<td>45.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>5.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>24.11</td>
<td>19.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2. Elemental analysis of poly(NBFAE/POSS), containing 15% Si.

POSS-containing copolymers were evaluated for their resistance to RIE plasma etching. The oxidizing etch process used to evaluate these materials contained a mixture of O₂ and CHF₃, rather than pure O₂, as this etch recipe had already been established for the etch tool,
and was known to have a slow etch rate for novolac.\textsuperscript{46} Furthermore, the high fluorine content (20 – 56 wt\%) gives these polymers the potential to etch at similar rates whether in a pure O\textsubscript{2} plasma or in a O\textsubscript{2}/fluorocarbon plasma. The highly fluorinated groups could serve as a F radical source in a pure O\textsubscript{2} etch, thereby changing the plasma composition to resemble an O\textsubscript{2}/fluorocarbon plasma.\textsuperscript{7,47} The etch rates of the silicon-containing polymers were compared to the etch rate of Shipley 1813 Novolac resist (fig. 3.6). It was surprising to find that all the NBFAE/NBPOSS copolymers etched faster than the novolac. Even the copolymer containing 15 wt\% silicon etched at 1.23 times as fast as the novolac. It is possible that this relatively poor etch performance may be due to the bulky cyclopentyl groups preventing the formation of a continuous SiO\textsubscript{2} layer.\textsuperscript{34} Unfortunately, a norbornyl POSS monomer containing smaller alkyl side groups is not commercially available, and the synthesis of POSS materials are challenging. Another possible explanation for the etch rates found could be the concurrent formation and removal of silicon dioxide. The reactive O radicals and O\textsubscript{2} are expected to form the protective SiO\textsubscript{2} layer, while reactive F radicals are known to remove SiO\textsubscript{2} through the following reactions:\textsuperscript{47}

\[
3\text{SiO}_2 + 4\text{CF}_3 \rightarrow 2\text{CO} + 2\text{CO}_2 + 3\text{SiF}_4
\]

\[
\text{SiO}_2 + 2\text{CF}_2 \rightarrow 2\text{CO} + \text{H}_2 + \text{SiF}_4.
\]

As the materials studied here contained high fluorine contents, the removal of the SiO\textsubscript{2} protective layer would be unavoidable, even in the presence of a pure O\textsubscript{2} plasma etch. As these materials did not exhibit the desired etch resistance for a bilayer resist, further investigation into their properties was not pursued.
Figure 3.11. RIE data for copolymers of NBFAE and NBPOSS, containing 0 wt% Si (navy), 9 wt% Si (turquoise), and 15 wt% Si (pink). The etch data for Shipley 1813 Novolac is also shown (plum).

3.4. Conclusion

Bilayer photoresists have great potential to create high aspect ratio images. The most common implementation of bilayer resists incorporates moderate quantities of silicon, in order to form a refractory SiO$_2$ passivating layer. The incorporation of Si through the use of POSS groups avoids the use of low $T_g$ materials, which prevents image deformation during baking steps. Polymers described here for use as bilayer resists used POSS side groups, as well as highly fluorinated groups to enable CO$_2$ solubility. Unfortunately, it appeared that such highly fluorinated groups were incompatible with the design of an etch resistant material. Future designs of CO$_2$ soluble bilayer resists containing POSS will need to rely on siloxane content for CO$_2$ solubility, rather than fluorine.
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4. Recommendations for future work

4.1. Optimization of lithographic resolution

As shown in chapter three, poly(NBFOA/NBHFA-BOC) could only be imaged to 1 \( \mu m \) semidense lines. It is possible, through a systematic optimization of processing conditions, to obtain submicron resolution. For example, a change in the loading of the PAG can vary the sensitivity of the resist film. High PAG loading requires low doses to activate the PAG, but could lead to excessive acid diffusion during the subsequent PEB, leading to line thinning, in the case of negative tone development, and substantial line edge roughness. On the other hand, low PAG loading will require greater exposure doses—detrimental to the imaging tool lifetime—to ensure enough PAG is activated to clear the image. Excessive or insufficient acid diffusion will result in undesired CD variations. The photoresist film thickness can also affect the minimum resolution. Coating thinner films can maintain the exposure well within the DOF, thus enabling a more focused exposure, although thicker films provide a convenient route to high aspect ratio images. Additionally, the images obtained using poly(NBFOA/NBHFA-BOC) were subjected to a PAB temperature lower than the glass transition temperature of the polymer. It has been shown that a PAB above the \( T_g \) will increase the environmental stability of photoresists, as well as limit acid diffusion. Therefore, it is expected that an increase of the PAB temperature above the \( T_g \) at 120 °C will anneal the film. This is particularly important for the long delay time introduced with \( CO_2 \) processing. A further study of PAB time would be advantageous to determine the extent of thermal deprotection or thermal PAG activation at elevated temperatures. Another possible technique for the optimization of images includes the imaging of a focus-exposure matrix wafer at 193 nm. This would enable a precise determination of the DOF for the resist, thus
allowing further optimization of the resist thickness. This would also facilitate the location of optimal images, as the scanner’s ideal parameters frequently shift.\textsuperscript{2} To further improve development conditions, the design and manufacture of a low-volume high-pressure chamber that can accommodate a 6” wafer is needed. Such a chamber would permit the development of an entire wafer at once, thus eliminating variations associated with the current method of cleaving a wafer, and developing each wafer fragment individually. Developing a whole wafer at once also eliminates both the variations from and the duration of PED, inherent to the current method. Careful engineering considerations must be taken as far as the inlet and outlet locations, the control of CO\textsubscript{2} flow rates, and the mixing of CO\textsubscript{2} in the cell during development. Such steps will allow the imaged wafer to develop uniformly. The PED could be further minimized with the installation of this development chamber in the NCSU cleanroom, in close proximity to the ASML 193 nm scanner.

The balance of each of these steps requires careful consideration in order to optimize any photoresist system. Of course, as all these steps are intimately related, changes in one parameter will certainly affect the resist performance during subsequent steps. A statistical design of experiments could alleviate many of the trials needed to optimize processing, without the possibility of excessively narrowing the processing window.

4.2. Molecular resists based on POSS

Non-polymeric photoresists have been a subject of recent interest. To date, these materials have comprised of calixarene molecular glasses.\textsuperscript{3} E-beam imaging of these materials has produced sub-100 nm dense lines. The monodispersity, as well as the small size of the molecule, as compared to the size of a polymer, helps to minimize the effective pixel size of the resist. Unfortunately, such highly aromatic materials are too absorbant at
193 nm and 157 nm, precluding them from use as photoresists at these wavelengths. However, the concept of using molecular resists may be applied to other types of molecules. Specifically, polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSS) show promise for such an application, as polysiloxanes are known to exhibit low absorbance at these wavelengths, and the monodispersity should provide the small “pixel size” of a molecular resist. POSS materials are known to be ~1.5 nm in diameter, thus providing a pixel size well within the limits needed for current lithography research. Various octa-substituted POSS materials are already commercially available, and have the potential to be employed in this application (Fig. 5.1). For example, an octylglycidyl-substituted POSS (g-octa-POSS) could be used as a cross-linking negative tone resist in the presence of a PAG, or under e-beam exposure. Unfortunately, g-octa-POSS and other octyl-substituted POSS materials are crystalline, thus limiting the research capability of this material class. However, Ober and coworkers have overcome this particular limitation in calixarene resists by alternating the substitution pattern of tBOC-protected phenyl rings between the para and meta positions. The different substitutions on the calixarene is enough to break up the crystallinity of the resist. A similar approach could be used to break up the crystallinity of POSS materials. For

![Figure 4.1. Some available starting materials for POSS-based molecular resists. Note that every Si has a pendant R-group, although two R groups have been omitted for visual clarity.]
example, the octyl(hydroxypropyl)-substituted POSS, shown in Figure 4.1, could be partially protected with an acid sensitive group, such as tBOC. Setting the stoichiometry of the protection reaction does not necessarily set the stereochemistry of the protection. For example, if two hydroxyl groups will be protected in the POSS molecule, then there are three ways the protecting groups can be placed relative to each other. The variation in stereochemistry of a partially-protected POSS may be sufficient to prevent crystallization. POSS-based resists could potentially be used as single-layer resists or bilayer resists in e-beam, 193, 193i, and 157 lithographies.
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